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ABSTRACT

In this dissertation, I seek to understand the spillover effects of selling team
composition, structure, and knowledge creation and utilization processes (i.e., seller intrafirm
aspects) on the buyer-seller relationship management (i.e., interfirm aspects) and in turn on
seller firm’s performance. My dissertation comprises of a brief introduction, one conceptual
essay, one empirical essay, and a conclusion. The conceptual essay sets the base for the second
empirical essay. For the empirical essay, I collect primary survey data using an online panel of
key account managers across multiple industries and firms to investigate the spillover effect of
intrafirm relational ties network on the interfirm buyer-seller relational ties network and seller’s
performance.
In the first essay, I consider, in the context of key account management, (1) the
relationship between various governance mechanisms (namely, process control, output control,
proscriptive norms and prescriptive norms) available to buyer and seller firms to manage the
interfirm relationships and seller’s performance, (2) how the relationship between these
governance mechanisms and seller’s performance is affected by identity multiplicity and
coordination complexity stemming from knowledge and resource diversity within the selling
team (intrafirm aspects), and (3) solutions specific to key account management setting (namely,
identity shaping, identity highlighting and centralization) to overcomes issues of identity
multiplicity and coordination complexity and improve the relationship between governance
mechanisms and seller’s performance.
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In the second essay, I use network conceptualization to evaluate the combined effect of
intrafirm consultation network (used to evaluate the knowledge utilization and creation
processes) within the selling team and interfirm communication network (used to evaluate
information exchange) between buyer and seller firms on seller’s performance. I provide
theoretical predictions and empirical evidence that there is a spillover effect of intrafirm
consultation network on the interfirm communication network. I show that certain intrafirm
network structure and interfirm network structure when combined together improve seller’s
performance by 4%-8%. For, instance, intrafirm consultation network centered on a selling team
member (i.e., highly centralized network) combines with high number of ties in interfirm
communication network to improve seller’s performance.
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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION
In the world of buyer-seller relationships, buyer firms are “increasingly relying on
external suppliers for product and process technology” (Trent and Monczka 1998) and realizing
importance of developing long term relationships (Kalwani and Narayandas 1995) with select
suppliers to achieve strategic goals and objectives. Management of close buyer-seller
relationships is important for both the buyer and the seller firms. In particular from seller firm’s
perspective, management of important buyer accounts is critical for seller firm’s performance.
To manage such relationships seller firms generally use special relationship management
approach for these accounts and classify such accounts as “key accounts”.
From buyer firm’s side, purchase decisions in context of key accounts are made by
multiple individuals from diverse functional areas and levels of management and such a team is
referred to as the buying center (Bonoma and Johnston 1978). Buying centers are generally
managed by selling teams (Moon and Armstrong 1994) that have selling firm representatives
from various functions such as research and product development, finance, marketing, sales and
support to take advantage of knowledge and resource diversity of these individuals. Along with
different functions, representatives on the selling team also come from different management
levels. Thus in key accounts context, there is involvement of many different representatives from
both buyer (i.e., the buying center) and seller (i.e., selling team) in the interfirm relationship.
Such participation of multiple individuals brings in knowledge and resource diversity on both the
sides and create coordination challenges that affect the buyer-seller relationship.
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In the dissertation, I take a cross level perspective and consider impact of selling team
structure and composition on the relationship between interfirm governance mechanisms and
seller’s performance in context of key accounts. It is essential to consider the cross level impact
of intrafirm aspects on interfirm aspects to get a better understanding of key account
management practice. I also propose certain interventions that seller firm can engage in to
modify the selling team structure and composition to better manage the interfirm relationship.
In the first essay, I examine (1) relationship between traditional governance mechanisms
(e.g., monitoring) used bilateral governance of buyer-seller relationships and seller’s
performance , (2) how various aspects (dimensions) of selling team can impact the relationship
between these governance mechanisms and seller’s performance, and (3) the particular key
accounts-specific solutions or actions that are available to the seller firm to support the efficacy
properties of these governance mechanisms. Such an approach should help seller firms
understand the impact of selling team aspects on interfirm relationships. Proposed key account
management (KAM) specific solutions should help seller firms deploy better key account
management practices, plan better use of selling teams and in turn improve seller firm’s
performance.
In the second essay, I use network theory to conceptualize and analyze how the
consultation ties network within the selling team (seller intrafirm network) and the
communication ties network between buyer and seller firms representatives (buyer-seller
interfirm network) drive the seller’s profitability from the account. I find that there are specific
structural alignments between intrafirm selling team consultation network and interfirm buyerseller communication network that help seller firm improve its profitability. Specifically,
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centralization and brokerage in intrafirm consultation network interact positively with density of
interfirm communication network; centralization and cross functional ties in intrafirm
consultation network interact positively with functional similar ties in interfirm communication
network; density of ties in intrafirm consultation network interacts negatively with density of ties
in interfirm communication network. Such findings can help guide seller firms to better align
selling team structure and within seller firm knowledge generation and utilization processes with
interfirm information exchange processes and reap performance benefits.
Through this dissertation I make multiple contributions, first to the key account
management (KAM) literature, where relationship management issues have not yet been
examined with the perspective of governance lens. Second, I contribute to the business-tobusiness literature in marketing by further exploring the boundary conditions of various standard
governance mechanisms like monitoring and norms. Third, I contribute to the social networks
literature in marketing and show presence of cross-level spillover effects of intrafirm selling
team issues on the interfirm relational governance. Use of network theory provides ways to
evaluate the spillover effect of seller intrafirm knowledge creation and utilization processes on
buyer-seller interfirm information exchange processes. Such spillovers have been considered
very sparingly (for example see, Paruchuri 2010). Finally, in the broadest sense, I speak to the
larger interfirm and intrafirm literature in marketing where implicit assumptions regarding the
nature of the firm (e.g., identity multiplicity) have not explicitly been articulated and / or tested.
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Chapter 2

BILATERAL GOVERNANCE OF KEY ACCOUNT RELATIONSHIPS:
ROLE OF SELLING TEAM COMPOSITION, STRUCTURE AND
IDENTITIES.
ABSTRACT
Buyer-seller relationships in business markets are affected by use of various governance
mechanisms such as monitoring and norms. The efficacy of such governance mechanisms is
impacted by seller firms’ use of selling teams to manage key account relationships. Such cross
functional selling teams bring in advantages of knowledge and resource diversity but at the same
time can raise challenges of functional identity differences (i.e., identity multiplicity) within the
team and coordination of tasks among team members (i.e., coordination complexity) that in turn
affect team decision making processes and management of key account relationships. I use a
cross-level model to conceptualize the spillover effect of selling team structure and composition
on relationship between various governance mechanisms (i.e., monitoring and norms) used for
bilateral governance of buyer-seller relationship and seller’s performance. I propose a set of
solutions (i.e., identity shaping, identity highlighting and centralization) specific to use of crossfunctional selling teams in context of key account management to help seller firms mitigate
negative spillover effects of use of selling teams on efficacy of governance mechanisms and in
turn help improve seller’s performance.
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2.1 Introduction
Key account management (KAM) is a core aspect of business-to-business (B2B)
marketing. More and more buyer firms are rationalizing their supplier base, and want to do
business with a limited number of preferred suppliers (Stump 1995). Suppliers who are a part of
such preferred portfolio cooperate more closely with the buyer firms. The buyer firms also
expects additional value added services, joint product development (Cardozo, Shipp and Roering
1992), and joint go-to market strategies; thus, these buyer firms then become important accounts
for selling firms and are termed as “key accounts”. Key accounts are generally top 10% of all the
selling firm’s accounts and contribute more than 50% of revenue and therefore KAM is critical
for selling firm’s performance; Such accounts are generally supported by cross-functional selling
teams (Moon and Armstrong 1994; Weitz and Bradford 1999) comprising of individuals from
different functions such as sales, marketing, and manufacturing.
Involvement of multiple representatives from both buyer and seller sides in the key
accounts relationship present unique coordination and cooperation challenges. In Figure 1, I
illustrate an example of key account relationship between Avaya (the seller) and Accenture (the
buyer)1. Within Avaya, members from different functional backgrounds such as marketing, sales,
finance and manufacturing come together as part of the selling team. Participation of members
from different functional backgrounds can create coordination and cooperation challenges within
the selling team because of differences in perspectives and opinions and such challenges can

1

The illustration is only serves as an example of key account relationship and not intended to serve as
endorsement or illustration of effective or ineffective management. Avaya and Accenture own the copyrights to
their respective names, brand and logos.
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impact the management of key account relationships. For example, on the Avaya’s (seller) side,
the salesperson may be interested in selling the latest offering, the support personnel might be
interested in ways to improve efficiency and lifespan of existing product, whereas the finance
personnel might be interested in ensuring stable revenues and margins from the account. Such
differences in perspectives and goals within the selling team creates coordination and
cooperation challenges that can impact the buyer-seller relationship.
Figure 1 Example of key account relationship between Avaya and Accenture

Given the importance of key accounts for seller firm, it is important to examine the
impact of governance mechanisms used for management of key account relationships on seller’s
performance and ways in which efficacy of such governance mechanisms is impacted by
coordination and cooperation challenges present by cross-functional selling teams in context of
KAM. Impact of selling team aspects on intrafirm governance mechanisms is an under
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researched area and understanding of such effects can help seller firms to identify structural and
compositional shortcomings of the selling team. I explore such effects of intrafirm selling team
structural and compositional issues on interfirm relational governance. Further, I propose
solutions that can help seller firms better align selling team structure, composition, and processes
with interfirm relationship tasks and overcome the challenges of coordination and cooperation
present in context of handling of key accounts.
Cross functional KAM teams have been shown to be important (Weitz and Bradford
1999) and Homburg, Workman and Jensen (2002) highlight importance of cross functional
teams, use of teams and espirit de corps but do not specifically identify or address the issues that
use of teams can raise. Team management literature in the management field looks at within firm
issues such as conflict and communication complexity (Gibson and Gibbs 2006), and group
efficacy issues (Earley and Gibson 2000) within teams but doesn’t consider the spillover effect
of these issues on the interfirm relationship governance as is the case in management of key
account relationships.
Ignoring spillover of within team aspects on interfirm relationship governance tasks and
the associated complexity can lead to misalignment in interfirm relationship governance
objective and selling team processes. For example, in a buyer-seller relationship where the
governance is aligned with output control the seller can take advantage of functional diversity
(i.e., identity multiplicity) by aligning and breaking tasks based on functional expertise and
utilizing the positive benefits of external goal legitimacy of output control. The scenario will be
completely different if the interfirm governance task was aligned with process control, the seller
might see the negative side effect of identity multiplicity where identity differences within the
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team leads to slowdown in team decision making processes and in turn affects the relationship
between process control and seller’s performance. Therefore in these different scenarios the
seller might be able to overcome the issues within the selling team by aligning the selling team
composition and structure with specific governance tasks and in turn improve performance.
Therefore, I propose that such complexity (and the associated spillovers) must be
considered in the case of KAM relationships which are composed of individuals from different
departments and management levels from both buyer and seller firms. These various individuals
might identify with their respective functions resulting in differences and functional silos within
the selling team (Sabnis et al. 2013; Homburg and Jensen 2007) and communication gaps
between the buyer and seller. By considering the within selling team compositional and
structural issues we can get a better understanding of selling team information utilization and
decision making processes and identify ways to improve the effectiveness of KAM selling teams
and in turn improve buyer-seller relationships.
The overarching research goal is to examine how key account relationships can be
governed efficiently. An extensive literature exists on governance of B2B relationships, such as
channel relationships (Grewal et al. 2013), manufacturer-distributor relationships (Anderson and
Weitz 1992), buyer-supplier relationships (Dwyer, Schurr and Oh 1987), and other types of
interfirm relationships (Palmatier et al. 2007). Key account relationships are a special type of
B2B buyer-seller relationship. Particular focus in the extant B2B governance literature is on the
performance properties of various governance strategies such as output and behavioral (or
process) monitoring and use of relational norms. Conclusions regarding these governance
strategies rest on certain significant but implicit assumptions regarding the nature of buyer-seller
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relationships. However, as alluded to in some recent work (e.g., Grewal et al. 2013), these
assumptions might be infirm in several respects and contexts.
KAM is one common but under-researched context where such assumptions might not
hold. For instance, for the buyer and seller firms in key account context, participation of multiple
individuals from both buyer and seller sides who might possess different operational orientations
presents challenges of perceived differences in identity within selling team members (i.e.,
identity multiplicity); as a result, the established performance properties of standard governance
mechanisms (such as say, process monitoring and norms) might not hold true.2 Therefore it is
essential to look at challenges of participation of cross functional teams in KAM.
As reflected in the above discussion, I conceptualize a multi-level model of KAM
governance, selling team aspects and seller’s performance. The first level lays out the
relationship between standard governance mechanisms (e.g., output control and prescriptive
norms) used for buyer-seller relationships and seller’s performance specifically in context of
KAM. For instance, the buyer firm can enjoy cooperation from the seller firm by deploying
output control (for example, pre-specified delivery quantity and delivery time window for each

2

The coordination challenges between representatives of seller firm (i.e., selling team) and buyer firm (i.e., buying
center) are different from those of two different teams within the same firm because in the context of coordination
challenges between buyer and seller firm the representatives belong to different firms. In a buyer-seller relationship
there is an inherent tension as the buyer wants to minimize the cost and the seller wants to maximize profitability
and these goals are at conflict with each other. Whereas in a setting of two different teams within the same firm,
inherently representatives from different teams within the firm may have shared goals of maximizing firm
profitability. But such shared goals can also be undermined by functional differences and stronger identification
with functional background rather than the selling team as a whole. Such a scenario is possible in context of KAM
where representatives are involved from not only different functions, different management levels but also many
times from different business units.
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day) and such output control can be beneficial for seller’s performance because of reduced
ambiguity, goal clarity, and reduced wastage of effort.
The second level of the model describes how these relationships between various
governance mechanisms and seller’s performance are undermined by specific aspects of selling
teams such as the multiplicity of functional identities. For instance the positive goal clarity effect
of output control instituted by buyer can be undermined by increase in coordination complexity
because of participation of individuals from different functions which slows down team decision
making processes and eventually undermines team performance.
The third-level of the model are the KAM-specific governance solutions or actions which
I propose can serve to restore or augment the efficiency effects of the standard governance
mechanisms on seller’s performance. For example, by specifically centralizing the team decision
making and consultation activities within the selling team members, the seller firm can improve
information utilization and knowledge creation processes within the team which should help to
quicken the team actions and activities thereby improving the interpersonal trust and
strengthening the positive relationship between governance mechanisms (for example, output
control) and seller’s performance.
In the next section, theoretical framework, I first review the various (formal and
informal) governance mechanisms available in context of KAM. Next, I propose relationship
between various governance mechanisms and seller’s performance. Next, I bring in the unique
coordination and cooperation challenges faced by multifunctional selling teams and propose the
impact of these on the relationships between governance mechanisms and seller’s performance.
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Finally, I propose a set of solutions that can help to improve the effects of the governance
mechanism on seller’s performance. I conclude with a discussion section and present the
contributions of my work and managerial implications.
2.2 Theoretical Framework
Buyer-seller governance literature stream building on transaction cost economics
(Williamson 1985) and agency theory (Eisenhardt 1989) has a rich description of formal
(monitoring and incentives) and informal (norms and goals) governance mechanisms that can be
used to govern interfirm relationships (for an in-depth review refer to Rindfleisch and Heide
1997, also see Bello and Gilliland 1997; Jap and Ganesan 2000). Both formal and informal
governance mechanisms act differently as Kumar, Heide and Wathne (2011) identify “Different
governance mechanisms are associated with unique (social vs. economic) interaction logics.
These logics differ in their (1) focal point (the overall relationship vs. the individual parties), (2)
time dimension (long vs. short), and (3) decision making process (informal vs. formal rules)”.
Misalignment in mechanisms used vs. the relationship task at hand creates adverse performance
implication. Conversely, aligning these mechanisms with relationship tasks generates superior
performance (e.g., Williamson 1996; Hamilton, Nickerson and Owan 2003).
Monitoring in a buyer-seller relationship is defined as supervision of actions and
behaviors by a party to evaluate the performance of the other party against predefined goals (for
example, preset delivery quantity). Whereas, norms are defined as shared expectations regarding
appropriate conduct in exchange (for example, showing flexibility in terms of delivery timelines
in times of uncertainty). Marketing literature in governance stream points out that relational
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norms (i.e., informal governance) decrease opportunism (Achrol and Gundlach 1999) and
increase compliance while monitoring may lead to increase in opportunism (Gilliland and
Manning 2002). Evidence from a vast literature on relationship marketing suggests that relational
perspective yields increased commitment and trust between exchange partners (Morgan and
Hunt 1994, Palmatier et al. 2007), willingness to provide referral (Johnson, Barksdale and Boles
2003) and higher profitability and growth for the seller (Palmatier, Gopalakrishna and Houston
2005).
Heide and Wathne (2006) use archtypes of a friend and a businessperson to align with the
relational (norms) and transactional (monitoring) perspective and define how in a buyer-seller
relationship both parties may have different roles. They further identify importance of role
alignment and identify that the archtypes of friend or business person are shared across the firm
as organizational “identity” or “collective mind” (Heide and Wathne 2006). Such an assumption
of shared identity is a strong one and there is new emerging evidence of possible lack of such
shared identity. Rindfleisch et al. (2010) in their review of transaction cost economics literature
highlight that a single decision maker is assumed to be between firms who select governance
modes, whereas within KAM setting multiple decision makers from different functions and
management levels are involved from both buyer and seller side. These actors might have
different orientations and this brings in added complexity.
To account for presence of multiple actors and decision makers a multi-level theorization
and analysis is important. Specifically in context of KAM, involvement of multiple people can
lead to manifestation of multiple identities within the firm (due to different roles, time
orientations, different functions) and it can give rise to interesting challenges for management of
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key accounts. Issues arising out of knowledge and resource diversity within the seller firm can
reduce effectiveness of interfirm governance mechanisms used to manage key account
relationships between the buyer and seller firms.
Success of governance initiatives of either party depends on the alignment and
participation of the other party and alignment of within party constituents. Therefore it is
essential to bring in potential micro differences in identities and functional knowledge base
(Faulkner and DeRond 2000; Williamson and Winter 1993) that arise due to involvement of
multiple representatives from both sides. I consider how involvement of many representatives
arising out of need of knowledge and resource diversity on the team, leads to identity multiplicity
and coordination complexity, that impacts the effectiveness of bilateral governance mechanisms
of controls and norms. Such view is different from regular conceptualization of B2B
relationships as unitary voice of firm. By looking at these issues and solutions at a micro-level I
answer the call for disaggregation and for a micro-level account of relationships and parties
(Heide and Wathne 2006, pp. 99). In Figure 2 I present the various bilateral governance
mechanisms available in buyer-seller interfirm relationship and their proposed relationship with
seller’s performance.
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Figure 2 Bilateral Governance Mechanisms in Buyer-Seller Relationship

2.2.1 Seller Performance Outcomes for Key Accounts
In the KAM context, a buyer-seller relationship has inherent expectations of relationship
continuity (Jap and Anderson 2003) and therefore the shadow of the future plays a role in actions
and behaviors of both the buyer and seller (Heide and Miner 1992). The KAM relationship
benefits include (1) economic and financially significant outcomes such as increased
profitability, and (2) strategic outcomes such as interfirm trust and commitment, and competitive
advantage. The short term and long term economic and strategic outcomes may include
individual profitability of buyer and seller, joint profit performance (Oliver 1990), achievement
of competitive advantage (Jap 1999), and expectations of relationship continuity (Anderson and
Weitz 1989; Jap and Anderson 2003). The seller firm performance thus covers both economic
and strategic outcomes.
2.2.2 Output and Process control
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There are mixed theoretical conceptualization and empirical evidence regarding actual
effects of monitoring (output and process control) on behavior of exchange partners. On the
one hand, transaction cost and related theories (Williamson 1985) suggest that monitoring
serves as a control mechanism that suppresses partner opportunism. On the other hand,
research on psychological reactance and dysfunctional behavior suggests an opposite
scenario, that monitoring may promote opportunism because of "reactance" types of effects
(Heide, Wathne and Rokkan 2007). Specifically in context of KAM, I consider both the
perspectives and consider the joint impact on seller’s performance.
In a buyer-seller relationship, output control “approximates a market contracting
arrangement” (Anderson and Oliver 1987, p.76) that each firm uses to assess the observable
outcomes due to exchange partner’s actions against predetermined goals and standards (Grewal
et al. 2013; Heide et al. 2007). To implement output control, buyers layout explicit goals against
which to evaluate the seller’s outcomes. Continuing the example of key account relationship
between Avaya (the seller) and Accenture (the buyer), scenario of output control instituted by
Accenture will be by laying out specific delivery quantity and delivery time windows of 1-2 days
from the time of order placement for Avaya. Such a scenario presents predetermined goals and
standards that Avaya has to meet in order to be not evaluated negatively.
There are two opposing effects associated with output control. On the one hand, goal
clarity and reduced ambiguity (Stouthuysen, Slabbinck, and Roodhooft 2012) because the goals
are explicit and predetermined helps to reduce wastage of effort. On the other hand, output
control causes excessive focus on goals and numbers that can hinder development of
interpersonal trust between representatives of buyer and seller. With focus on explicit number
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based goals (for example, cost reduction, decrease in inventory holding and faster delivery times
etc.) and short term (transactional) focus, the buyer and seller may miss the opportunity to
develop interpersonal trust and a close relationship and in a sense “not see the forest for the
trees”.
Output control has both positive and negative effects, as has been shown in earlier work
(Grewal et al 2013). I expect positive effects of output control to dominate in the context of key
account relationships. Goals defined by the buyer should provide goal clarity to the seller and
help the seller to focus on improving efficiencies and reduce effort wastage in meeting these
goals. Further buyer will be able to clearly evaluate seller’s outcomes against preset goals and
therefore is more likely to evaluate seller more positively if these goals are meet. Thus, I propose
a positive relationship between output control and seller’s performance.
While output control focusses on actual outcomes, process control entails offering
“guidance” (Bello and Gilliland 1997, p.25) and helpful suggestions to influence partner’s
activities and actions (Heide, Wathne, and Rokkan 2007). For example, Accenture may assess
Avaya’s actions through quality-control procedures and inspections of Avaya’s production and
development facilities and offer guidance on improving manufacturing processes and inventory
management.
Buyer’s guidance and suggestions can be seen as buyer’s investment of time and effort to
help seller improve its operations and signal buyer’s engagement in the relationship (Grewal et al
2013). The buyer process suggestions and process monitoring activities should allow for
increased interaction between buyer-seller representatives and allow for development of
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interpersonal relationship and trust among the representatives. Increased engagement between
buyer-seller representatives should allow increased sharing of information further enhancing
trust between them, and leading to joint benefits.
While process suggestions can be seen as engagement of the buyer, it can also be seen as
intrusion in day to day operations of the seller, stripping seller of its freedom and thus can
generate a strong reactance effect (Grewal et al. 2013; Heide, Wathne and Rokkan 2007). Such
autonomy depriving intrusions can cause seller firm representatives to be strongly demotivated
and generate sense of distrust on part of buyer’s intentions. Through inspections and process
improvement suggestions the buyer might gain insights into day to day operations of the seller
and thus demand increasing efficiencies and a larger share of the benefits gained from these
improvements from the seller and thereby increasing perceived risk of buyer opportunism.
Thus with process control there is both positive engagement effect and a negative
reactance effect. I expect that in context of key accounts, the reactance effect should dominate
because with process control buyer will feel entitled to benefits that the seller gains as a result of
process improvement suggestions made by the buyer. Such buyer behavior is likely to generate
distrust and a strong reactance effect and further undermine the buyer-seller relationship trust.
Therefore I propose that process control should have a negative relationship with seller’s
performance.
P1: Output (Process) control has a positive (negative) relationship with seller’s
performance for key accounts.
2.2.3 Prescriptive and Proscriptive Norms
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Informal control mechanisms of norms (perspective and prospective) are aligned with
relational approach (also called relational norms; MacNeil 1980) of relationship governance and
establish a more supportive and congenial relationship environment between buyer and seller.
Such shared norms help the exchange parties to act more as friends rather than businesspersons.
The focus of buyer-seller relationship is not purely on minimizing of individual costs but
maximization of joint value creation and equitable division of value created (Jap 1999; Jap
2001). Thus in such a relationship environment, norms move the focus away from short term
cost advantage to long term value creation.

Prescriptive norms are norms which emphasize actions and behaviors that one should
engage in. Commonly studied norms in marketing (e.g., solidarity, flexibility, reciprocity etc.)
(Heide and John 1992) fall under the category of prescriptive norms. Example of prescriptive
norm of flexibility in Avaya –Accenture key account relationship is when Accenture wants an
urgent delivery of a spare part to reduce downtime which is beyond the agreed contractual terms
and Avaya shows flexibility and takes care of the urgent request and in the process build trust in
the relationship.

Proscriptive norms are norms that suggest actions and behaviors that one should not
engage in (Coleman 1990). Example of proscriptive norms will be context where both buyer and
seller should respect proprietary information and not expect such information to be shared.
Broadly, proscriptive norms can be thought of as "what" (outcomes) should be avoided whereas
prescriptive norms can be thought of more of "how" (process) should goals be achieved (Cialdini
and Trost 1998). Proscriptive norms tend to be narrowly and precisely focused in the sense that
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what is not to be done is clearly a "no"; whereas prescriptive norms fall on a continuum of how
much to conform to the expectation of actions and behaviors and thus provide more scope for
interpretation and individual discretion. With different latitude of discretion and individual
interpretation, prescriptive and proscriptive norms should have different performance
implications on the bilateral governance of buyer-seller relationships.

Presence of strong proscriptive norms indicate explicit actions that either party should
avoid and therefore acts as preventive mechanism. Proscriptive norms are clearly and narrowly
defined as to what actions are not be engaged in. For example, a proscriptive norm could be “do
not leak proprietary information regarding product XYZ”. Now such a norm is narrowly/
explicitly defined and therefore likely to be well understood between the exchange partners and
within the buyer and seller firms.
There are two opposing effects associated with proscriptive norms. On the one hand,
there is clarity on what is not to be done and therefore reduces ambiguity on actions that helps to
prevent conflict and opportunism. On the other hand, proscriptive norms only spell out what is
not to be done and doesn’t help the seller to act in manners so as to engage the buyer and
therefore do not help in development of interpersonal trust between representatives of buyer and
seller. With strong proscriptive norms the focus between buyer and seller will be on ways to
avoid actions and such an environment can make representatives feel stifled and negatively about
the relationship. Thus presence of strong proscriptive norms can create an environment of
inaction and fear and such a scenario will lead to reduction in willingness of seller to invest in
effort in building trust and commitment in the relationship and should ultimately lead to
reduction of seller’s performance over period of time.
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In summary, proscriptive norms can create both beneficial effect and adverse effect and I
argue that with emphasis on proscriptive norms, the negative paralysis effect should dominate.
Proscriptive norms should motivate the seller’s performance by enhancing seller’s goal clarity
(much in same way as output control) (Grewal et al 2013), reduction in ambiguity and reduction
in possibility of opportunism. However, increasing emphasis on proscriptive norms ceases to
provide any additional goal clarity and is likely to create excessive focus on actions to be
avoided providing little or no clarity on what needs to be done; thus impeding development of
understanding of actions and behavior and interpersonal relational trust between buyer and seller
(much in same way as reactance in process control, Grewal et al 2013). Thus, the paralysis effect
should dominate and reduce the seller’s performance. I propose that proscriptive norms will have
a negative relationship with seller’s performance.
While proscriptive norms focusses on actions to be avoided, prescriptive norms entails
actions or behaviors that exchange partners should engage in (Coleman 1990). Prescriptive
norms tend to be loosely defined and more general in nature as these norms define broadly what
activities to engage in but don’t define how to engage and how much of the activity is acceptable
For example, “partners are expected to share information freely…”, this stipulation is broad and
generic and doesn’t say much about how, when and what information to share.
Based on buyer-supplier governance literature prescriptive norms in context of buyerseller relationship are norms of reciprocity, flexibility and solidarity (Heide and John 1992) that
are part of the higher order relational norm (Noordewier, John and Nevin 1990) and these norms
result in better long term relationship, and help to build trust and commitment in the buyer-seller
relationship (Jap and Ganesan 2003) which helps to improves seller’s performance. For example,
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the buyer may seek priority support and depend on norms of solidarity (we are in this together)
or norm of flexibility (adapt to circumstances) and the seller may oblige hoping to build norms of
reciprocity (by seeking a favor in return later) to seek more orders and better margins in future.
Based on presence of strong prescriptive norms of reciprocity, flexibility and solidarity,
Avaya (seller) may share information with Accenture (the buyer) about their quality control
improvement programs that Avaya is planning to engage in the future. Such acts are likely to
strengthen the buyer and seller engagement and establish mutual trust. Presence of strong
prescriptive norms will be validated by instances where both parties will have reciprocated
favors, shown flexibility to support each other and engaged in acts of solidarity.
Solidarity in a buyer-seller relationship allows the seller to offset short term losses in a
transaction with later gains in subsequent ones (Rokkan, Heide and Wathne 2003) and buyers
help sellers to work on their deficiencies and improve capabilities (Narayandas and Rangan
2004). Therefore prescriptive norms can also be viewed as signal of buyer’s engagement,
enhancing trust between buyer and seller and binding the firms together. Such strong relationship
with buyer are beneficial for seller’s performance.
In summary, I expect a negative relationship between proscriptive norms and seller’s
performance and a positive relationship between prescriptive norms and seller’s performance.
P2: Proscriptive (Prescriptive) norms have a negative (positive) relationship with seller’s
performance for key accounts.
2.2.4 Cross Functional Selling Team Context
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B2B buyer-seller relationship management approaches that deals with governance issues
have typically focused on certain paradigm governance problems and solutions, but have ignored
the issue of different operational styles within the seller firm and between the buyer and seller
firms. Some recent work (e.g., Kumar, Heide, and Wathne 2011) has started to scratch the
surface of this issue, but there is scarce empirical evidence and theorizing in this area. I argue,
that KAM context is different from conventional B2B relationships in two fundamental ways,
namely (1) how parties in a KAM view their identities and (2) how they coordinate their
operations across departments.
Buyer seller governance research is premised on the implicit notion that firms have one
“unitary” identity (see Grewal et al 2013); that is not true in KAM context where a selling team
member might identify more strongly with their function and can lead to “identity multiplicity”
problem. Work on multiple identities in terms of thought world differences between marketing
and sales (Homburg and Jensen 2007) highlights the problem of different functional orientations
of marketing and sales, but still there is no work on its consequences for the B2B governance
literature (e.g., efficacy of deploying output vs. process control and formal vs informal
mechanisms). For example, within the Avaya selling team, goals of sales and other functions are
many times at conflict, like support might help customer fix faulty equipment and increase
longevity of product, whereas sales will want to sell new product etc.; these conflicting goals
become particularly salient in the KAM context where parties have distinct functional identities.
Selling team coordination complexity originates from multi member teams comprising of
different functions. As Grant (1996) in his work on teams identified that “Without benefits of
specialization there is no need of organizations comprising of multiple individuals… the
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fundamental task of an organization is to coordinate efforts of many specialists”. On the one
hand, knowledge diversity represented by various functions enables the team to consider diverse
perspectives based on member expertise (Wiersema and Bantel 1993) and leads to richer
utilization of information enabling selling team to arrive at better conclusions (Lawrence and
Lorsch 1967). On the other hand, integrating diverse perspectives is not trivial and can increase
possibility of information distortion (Lindsley et al. 1995) and complicate information exchange
by making certain categories of information more salient. Thus, heterogeneity in team
composition is a double edged sword (Hambrick, Cho and Chen 1996) and brings in challenges
on coordination complexity above and beyond the issues of goal conflict.
It is important to look at the cross level impact of selling team issues because of identity
multiplicity and coordination complexity within the selling team on the interfirm relationship
governance and explore the spillover effects of such issues using a multi-level perspective.
While, identity multiplicity captures the aspect of individual motivation differences arising out of
different background and different norms, behaviors and goals, coordination complexity captures
the aspect of inherent challenges involved in integration of joint effort of many individuals going
beyond motivation differences because “Even with absence of goal conflict coordination is not a
trivial task” (Grant 1996, pg. 120). In Figure 3 I present the interaction of coordination
complexity and identity multiplicity with the bilateral governance mechanisms.
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Figure 3 Interaction of Identity Multiplicity and Coordination Complexity with
Bilateral Governance Mechanisms.

2.2.4.1 Identity Multiplicity
A given individual at a time can have multiple identities and which particular identity
becomes salient is dependent on “salience hierarchy” (Stryker 1987). Key account relationships
generally involve many people from different functions, management levels from both buyer and
seller side. Involvement of people from different functions and management levels brings in
multiple identities that these individuals have. An individual can identify with their function,
their role/management position, the selling team, the firm (buyer or seller) or the buyer-seller
relationship. Identity salience determines the role expectations and behaviors of individuals
(Earley and Gibson 2002). Within the selling team, functional identities may be more salient
causing “us vs. them” mentality and impede coordination within the selling team.
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Different identities can be potentially at conflict or have different associated norms,
behaviors and actions. Depending upon which identity is more salient than others or dominant
can govern the behavior of buyer and seller representatives and adherence to norms (Earley and
Gibson 2002). Within the selling team there could be multiple different identities that are salient
within different individuals potentially creating problem of identity multiplicity within the team.
Identity multiplicity creates problems of misaligned motivation with the selling team and also
creates issues of goal conflict. For example, within Avaya’s selling team, the sales identity of the
salesperson might dominate the selling team identity and the salesperson might therefore be
more interested in making a short term sale to Accenture (the buyer) without considering the
long term consequences of the sale on the key account relationship. In the following section I lay
out the effect of identity multiplicity on efficacy of output and process control, and proscriptive
and prescriptive norms.
2.2.4.1.1 Identity Multiplicity and Output and Process Control
Output control clearly defines goals against which seller actions are evaluated. With
output control the focus of buyer seller relationship is on meeting the benchmark goals as an
evaluation of performance. Output control provides goal clarity and clear evaluation of seller
outcomes and helps to reduce distrust between exchange partners (as per P1). Process control
leads to suggestions and guidance from the buyer to seller. Such suggestions are intended to help
seller increase operational efficiencies, reduce effort wastage and improve performance and can
be seen an signal of buyer’s engagement in the relationship. At the same time such intrusions can
feel autonomy depriving and generate distrust among exchange partners and perception of
increased buyer’s opportunism (as per P1).
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Identity multiplicity of selling team is a result of representation of different functions and
management levels on the selling team. These different functions and management levels may
have different motivations and interpret information and actions differently creating differences
in understanding and opinions within the team and further increasing salience of functional
differences. However, in case of output control, the goals of the selling team are explicit and
predetermined by the buyer. As such, the scope for disagreement (on account of the parties'
different functional identities) is likely to be lower to begin with. Further, to the degree that these
goals are established by the buyer, the scope for disagreement is further narrowed as these goals
have external legitimacy3 (Erez and Kanfer 1983) and selling team members are more likely to
take the goals as given and try to achieve them.
With output control, the actions and activities needed to be carried out by the seller to
meet the goals tend to be clearly defined and can be explicitly broken down to functional level
sub-goals for selling team members, allowing team members to utilize their functional expertise.
Therefore goals defined by output control are likely to bring the selling team members together
as salience of external goals is higher. Thus increasing identity multiplicity with combined
clarity of function level goals is likely to increase the positive impact of output control.
Process control suggestions from buyer to improve seller’s internal operations generally
require improvement of inter-related tasks (Grewal et al 2013) and activities spanning multiple

3

In comparison, if these goals were defined within the selling team, they would meet more
resistance because parties with different identities night jostle to incorporate their concerns in the
focal output benchmarks. For instance, sales might want particular sales metric to be
incorporated as the main output, while finance might demand the inclusion of credit and payment
terms as the key outputs.
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functions in the seller firm. These suggestions generate a negative reactance effect with the seller
firm because of possible increased opportunism on buyer’s part. Identity multiplicity with the
selling team leads to problem of seeing other team members as different from self and can lead
to the problem of team members operating in functional silos further increasing the negative
reactance in the selling team. Presence of identity differences within the selling team can create
distrust and communication barriers among team members. For example, in Avaya-Accenture
key account relationship, a process control suggestion from Accenture might suggest Avaya to
improve its manufacturing process putting the manufacturing function in spotlight. Such
pinpointing of process problems might lead to an “us versus them” mentality within the selling
team, creating functional silos problem and further increase salience of identity differences.
Thus, identity multiplicity should create differences among Avaya’s selling team members and
therefore undermine the implementation of process control suggestions.
Such impediment to process control improvements should negatively impact the buyerseller relationship trust, the buyer is likely to see the differences within the team and likely to
either take advantage of such differences and act opportunistically or negatively evaluate such a
scenario as seller firm’s lack of capabilities on delivering high quality products and services.
Such buyer impressions of selling team should harm seller’s ability to perform towards the buyer
in the long run. Thus, I propose that increasing identity multiplicity within the selling team
strengthens the negative relationship between process control and seller’s performance.
P3: The greater the identity multiplicity within the selling team, the stronger is the
positive (negative) relationship between output (process) control and seller’s performance for
key accounts.
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2.2.4.1.2 Identity Multiplicity and Proscriptive and Prescriptive Norms
Proscriptive norms define what actions and behaviors should exchange partners not
engage in (Coleman 1990) and thus act like preventive mechanism. As proscriptive norms are
about avoidance, they tend to be more narrowly and clearly defined. Whereas, prescriptive norms
define broadly what actions and behaviors should exchange partners engage in (Coleman 1990),
provide more discretion to individuals in terms of their adherence to these norms over a
continuum and have wider scope for interpretation.
Identity multiplicity brings in the notion of difference in understanding and behaviors of
selling team members and various members might be rooted in their own functional identities
that may not align with other team members. With proscriptive norms as these norms are
strongly defined, these should be well understood by various team members despite of their
functional differences. As proscriptive norms specify what actions not to engage in, these norms
should be salient, well understood across functions, and members from different functions should
seek mutual adherence to these norms irrespective of their individual identities.
Prescriptive norms should be under mined by identity multiplicity because with identity
multiplicity people may be rooted in their functional perspective that has different adherence
criteria to these norms. For example with information sharing, a support person within the
Avaya’s selling team might share technical information and information about development
effort that the member of sales teams considers as private information used for pricing and thus
equate such information sharing to sharing of private information, creating differences within the
selling team. Identity multiplicity is likely to undermine the positive impact of prescriptive
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norms and also lead to unwillingness of team member’s to consider views of others outside of
their own department.
Identity multiplicity leads to too many voices within the selling team and thus weaken the
positive relationship of prescriptive norms and seller’s performance. Further, within selling team
differences might create a negative environment within the team and should affect team decision
making negatively. Buyer is likely to feel the slowdown in response time and likely to evaluate
seller negatively. Thus identity multiplicity on one hand, should undermine the effectiveness of
prescriptive norms and on the other hand, shouldn’t effect proscriptive norms. In summary, I
propose that increasing identity multiplicity within the team weakens the positive relationship
between prescriptive norms and seller’s performance and doesn’t affect the relationship between
proscriptive norms and seller’s performance.
P4a: Identity multiplicity within the selling team does not affect the negative relationship
between proscriptive norms and seller’s performance for key accounts.
P4b: The greater the identity multiplicity within the selling team, the weaker is the
positive relationship between prescriptive norms and seller’s performance for key accounts.
2.2.4.2 Coordination Complexity
Coordination complexity is determined by two interrelated aspects: differentiation, the
various members of the team doing different tasks (number of different moving parts of the
system) and integration, need to combine different members back together to arrive at outcomes
(processes that govern how these moving parts are combined together) (Lawrence and Lorsch
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1967). Challenges of working in a team increase with coordination complexity, communication
difficulty and mutual interdependence (Malone and Crowston 1994).
Bringing in functional specialists increases depth of knowledge base (Damanpour 1996)
and increases development of new ideas. Diversity of functions combined with functional
specialization provides diversified knowledge base capturing the breadth of knowledge aspect
along with the depth of knowledge base. Theory of knowledge integration (Grant 1996)
emphasizes the economic benefits of functional specialization and need of effective knowledge
integration mechanisms. In context of KAM, managing specialized customer needs, and
nurturing relationships to build long term trust and commitment requires participation of
different functions each contributing its own expertise; such cross functional teams build better
solutions and can improve performance (Homburg, Workman and Jensen 2002).
Additionally, specialization and functional diversity in the KAM team should help seller
firm to map selling team members to their respective functional counterparts in the multifunctional buying center improving communication and coordination efficiency at the interfirm
level and in turn increasing interpersonal trust between the buyer-seller. For example, Avaya’s
selling team members from support (technical background) can engage their functional
counterparts in Accenture’s infrastructure management (technical background) teams, and
Avaya’s salesperson can engage the procurement members of Accenture. In the following
section I lay out the effect of coordination complexity on efficacy of output and process control,
and proscriptive and prescriptive norms.
2.2.4.2.1 Coordination Complexity and Output and Process Control
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Output control establishes preset goals against which actions of seller firm are evaluated.
Such preset goals provide clarity to the selling team in terms of what is required of the seller to
meet the buyer expectations. The emphasis in process control is on providing suggestions and
guidance to the seller in order to improve seller’s operational efficiency and delivery efficiencies
in particular to the buyer firm’s needs. But increase in process guidance generates a reactance
effect as seller perceives process improvement suggestions as intrusive and autonomy depriving
(Grewal et al. 2013; Heide, Wathne and Rokkan 2007) and there is perceived increase in risk of
buyer opportunism.
Coordination complexity arises out of need to integrate the specialists from different
functions. Each of these specialists from different functions represented on the selling team can
contribute with their expert perspective. Based on the defined goals through output control,
activities within the selling team can be divided among the team members from different
functions based on functional expertise, aligning tasks and expertise and can lead to optimal
deployment (Grant 1996, p.110) of tasks and resources within the team. Alignment of task and
expertise should reduce the ambiguity in the task coordination and help the selling team
members to contribute their individual expertise. Such a scenario of increasing participation of
functional experts is likely to increase the specialization part but also increase the challenge of
integration or coordination complexity.
External goal legitimacy and clarity only helps overcome the motivational issues as
covered by identity multiplicity but still doesn’t address the inherent coordination challenges
arising out of need to integrate all the different functional experts together for decision making.
For example, in a scenario of Avaya’s selling team working on requirement of Accenture, the
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salesperson is communicating with procurement team, the technical background support
personnel are engaged with the information technology management teams and the finance
personnel are engaged with Accenture’s finance representatives to work on pricing structure.
Now all these team members need to collaborate and coordinate to integrate information and
make sure that they are presenting consistent information to Accenture creating
interdependencies. Increasing coordination complexity, due to inter related nature of tasks or
interdependence of activities is unlikely to benefit from goal clarity and interdependence and
should lead to slowness in decision making within the team and in turn affect buyer-seller
relationship. Therefore, I propose that, coordination complexity weakens the positive
relationship of output control and seller’s performance.
Under the conditions of increasing coordination complexity arising because of
representation of different functional experts on the team, the process control guidance and
suggestions which are loosely defined in nature can lead to an environment of chaos and
confusion in the team. Different functions might interpret the process control guidance in
different forms and therefore might not agree on what is the best way to combine the guidance
with process improvements. Within selling team increasing coordination complexity is likely to
slow down decision making within the selling team and undermine the trust development at the
buyer-seller level as buyer might find that seller is slow to respond to changing needs of the
buyer. Therefore, I propose that increasing coordination complexity is likely to strengthen the
negative relationship between process control and seller’s performance.
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P5: The greater the coordination complexity within the selling team, the weaker
(stronger) is the positive (negative) relationship between output (process) control and seller’s
performance for key accounts.
2.2.4.2.2 Coordination Complexity and Proscriptive and Prescriptive Norms
Proscriptive norms define what actions or behaviors are unacceptable and therefore
should be avoided. Adherence to proscriptive norms is in terms of either being compliant or not
being complaint and there is little scope for interpretation. While proscriptive norms help to
identify what action not to engage in they provide no guidance on what actions or activities to
engage in.
Prescriptive norms define what actions should buyer and seller engage in. Though
prescriptive norms define what actions and behaviors are encouraged between the exchange
partners, these norms don’t define as to how much the representatives from each side should
engage and what is the acceptable in terms of limits on these norms. Therefore prescriptive
norms provide a large latitude of interpretation and sense making to different representatives on
the selling team.
Coordination complexity originating from presence of multiple functions on the team has
both positive and negative effects. Positive effect is the presence of functional expertise and
optimal division of tasks (Grant 1996, p.110) and negative effect is effort required to integrate
the opinions of experts to arrive at consensus and extra time required for joint decision making.
With increasing coordination complexity, proscriptive norms only provide the initial clarity on
what actions not to engage in and don’t provide any guidance on what the seller should do to
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increase engagement with buyer. With increasing coordination complexity, proscriptive norms
will provide a baseline that all selling team members are expected to adhere to.
Coordination of tasks and communication required among many members and between
buyer-seller representatives is likely to lead to increased complexity and cause situations where
even though the proscriptive norms are strongly defined, team members might communicate
different things to the buyer, or understand information differently causing confusion. For
example, Avaya’s support personnel might propose a maintenance procedure to Accenture that
increases the life of existing equipment whereas the salesperson is engaged in talks on upgrading
the existing infrastructure taking a long term horizon. Such differences in communication and
understanding can lead to distrust within the team and also among the exchange partners leading
to slow down in decision making within the selling team or even a total breakdown of
communication processes. Thus increasing coordination complexity is likely to undermine the
clarity benefits arising out of strong defined proscriptive norms and increase the dominant
negative paralysis effect of proscriptive norms. Therefore I propose that, with increasing
coordination complexity, the negative relationship between proscriptive norms and seller’s
performance is likely to strengthen.
Increasing coordination complexity can greatly slow down communication processes
within the team and also act as barrier to consensus building. While selling team is expected to
adhere to prescriptive norms in the relationship with the buyer, increasing coordination
complexity can slowdown the decision making and weaken the adherence to prescriptive norms
in the selling team. Further, with increasing coordination complexity, the fuzziness of
prescriptive norms adherence can lead to differences within the team, such differences can cause
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conflicts within the team and further complicates decision making within the selling team. Such
slowdown can cause buyer-seller relationship to be affected negatively and thus lead to
breakdown in trust between buyer and seller representatives. For example, in Avaya-Accenture
relationship, in case of flexibility norms where Accenture is expecting Avaya to change technical
specifications of a product being supplied because of change in the business needs and
requirements, the manufacturing, sales and finance representatives of Avaya’s selling team might
take their own time on evaluating the proposed changes for effort and cost estimation and thus
lead to slowdown in response time.
Thus, increasing coordination complexity within the selling team might create too many
interdependencies originating from the functional specialization and slowdown decision making.
Such lack of consensus and slow response can be seen by the buyer as unwillingness on part of
seller to adhere to prescriptive norms (for example, norms of flexibility) and likely to sour the
buyer-seller trust and eventually hurt seller’s performance. Therefore, I propose that with
increasing coordination complexity, the positive relationship between prescriptive norms and
seller’s performance in likely to weaken.
P6: The greater the coordination complexity within the selling team, the stronger
(weaker) is the negative (positive) relationship between proscriptive (prescriptive) norms and
seller’s performance for key accounts.
2.2.5 Solutions to Identity Multiplicity and Coordination Complexity
To overcome the negative impact of identity multiplicity and coordination complexity on
the efficacy of the governance mechanisms, solutions specific to multi-function selling teams
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that manage and maintain relationship with buyer representatives needs to be considered. Some
“general” solutions that are suggested to improve understanding of customers are customer
orientation, market orientation (Jaworski and Kohli 1993), customer responsiveness (Homburg et
al. 2000) etc. While these “general” solutions help in improving seller firm performance in
general, in context of KAM it is required to consider the specific nuanced aspects such as KAM
selling team structure and processes and take a micro perspective. I propose a set of “particular”
solutions on the lines of changing and optimizing selling team culture, processes and structure:
use of identity shaping, identity highlighting and centralization, to overcome impact of identity
multiplicity and coordination complexity on governance mechanisms. These are in-line with
Homburg, Workman and Jensen (2000) suggestion that “focus on intangible organizational
factors is that structure, coordination mechanism and cultures need to be developed that
encourage flexibility, adaptability and cross-functional sharing of information.” In Figure 4 I
present the interaction of KAM solutions with KAM aspects and governance mechanisms.
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Figure 4 Interaction of KAM solutions with KAM aspects and governance
mechanisms.

2.2.5.1 Identity Shaping and Identity Highlighting
Selling team members may have multiple identities with which they may strongly
identify (e.g., functional identity of salesperson, employee of the firm, team member, sales
manager, key account manager etc.). Identity salience determines the role expectations and
behaviors of individuals (Earley and Gibson 2002). Depending upon which identity is more
salient than others or dominant can govern the behavior of buyer and seller representatives and
adherence to norms. Therefore, affecting relative salience of identities can help in control and
coordination mechanisms (Earley and Gibson 2002) and establish a shared identity among the
selling team members and also among buyer and seller representatives.
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With identity shaping efforts, the focus should be on development of shared selling team
identity among the selling team members. A selling team identity will be maximally salience
when individuals in the team consider membership of the selling team is more self-defining than
membership of other groups (Ashforth and Mael 1989). When selling team identity is most
salient, team members are more likely to forget their functional self-interest and will be
motivated to behave in a manner ensuring welfare of the team (Shapiro et al 2002) and will be
aligned with goals of management of the key account needs.
Within the selling team, selling firm can employ identity shaping mechanisms to
reinforce team identity or firm identity to amplify the feeling of being in it together and rising
above functional or role differences. Such identity shaping approach should mitigate the
negative impact of identity multiplicity and enhance the effectiveness of output control and
prescriptive norms as governance mechanisms.
P7: Greater the identity shaping efforts within the selling team, stronger is the positive
impact of increasing identity multiplicity on positive relationship between output control and
seller’s performance for key accounts.
P8: Greater the identity shaping efforts within the selling team, weaker is the negative
impact of increasing identity multiplicity on negative (positive) relationship between process
control (prescriptive norms) and seller’s performance for key accounts.
While identity shaping requires considerable effort to develop a shared team identity with
the selling team, identity highlighting requires changing relative salience of certain identities that
selling team members already strongly hold. For example, even when part of a selling team,
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selling team members will strongly identify with their respective functions because of their
knowledge backgrounds and functional domain knowledge. While functional differences can
hinder team decision making processes, aligning functions on the team with their functional
counterparts on the buyer side can greatly improve interpersonal relational ties between buyer
and seller representatives and improve information exchange between buyer and seller.
Use of functional identity highlighting by selling team members in their interactions with
buyer representatives shall make the functional identity more salient for buyer representatives.
Such shared functional identity salience between buyer and seller representatives should ease
exchange of information, increase pace of information exchange and increase quality of
information exchanged as buyer and seller representatives share common knowledge
background, context and information domain and develop interpersonal familiarity and trust.
Such information exchange should help to mitigate the negative impact of identity multiplicity.
P9: Greater the identity highlighting efforts between buyer-seller, stronger is the positive
impact of increasing identity multiplicity on positive relationship between output control and
seller’s performance for key accounts.
P10: Greater the identity highlighting efforts between buyer-seller, weaker is the negative
impact off increasing identity multiplicity on negative (positive) relationship between process
control (prescriptive norms) and seller’s performance for key accounts.
2.2.5.2 Centralization
Managing key accounts generally brings on challenges that require integration of diverse
perspectives and learning new ways to tackle problems. To tackle such challenges, team
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members will seek out others in the team who can provide advice, suggestions and guidance
based on expertise and past experiences. Such individuals possess breadth of knowledge and
relevance of expertise on where the required resources within the firm are and how to tap into
these resources (Bunderson 2003) and thus act as knowledge reservoirs (Johnson, Sohi and
Grewal 2004) within the firm. The central actors have better understanding of overall team
processes and can help in rapid diffusion of best practices throughout the team (Hollenbeck et al.
1995) and reduce decision making errors within the team. Thus centralization can help overcome
the undermining effects of coordination complexity on efficacy of governance mechanisms.
Centralization should help in increasing role clarity and building and utilizing functional
expertise of different functions thereby increasing the benefits of division of tasks emanating
from coordination complexity. Such increase will be positively aligned with the goal clarity
effect of output control and therefore centralization should further enhance the positive impact of
coordination complexity on the positive relationship between output control and seller’s
performance.
With centralization of consultation activities in the selling team, the central actors can
effectively coordinate information flow within the team (Leavitt 1951), avoid redundancy in
actions, prevent undermining of efforts among team members (Crawford and Lepine 2012) and
strongly influence the decision making processes of the team and thereby reducing the negative
impact of coordination complexity on efficacy of process control, proscriptive norms and
prescriptive norms as governance mechanisms.
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P11: Greater the centralization within the selling team, weaker is the negative impact of
increasing coordination complexity on positive relationship between (a) output control and (b)
prescriptive norms, and seller’s performance for key accounts.
P12: Greater the centralization within the selling team, weaker is the negative impact of
increasing coordination complexity on negative relationship between (a) process control, (b)
proscriptive norms, and seller’s performance for key accounts.
2.3 Discussion
Management of key account relationship is critical for selling firm and to manage such
accounts selling firms generally deploy cross-functional selling teams. Such teams bring
knowledge and resource diversity for better information utilization for the management of key
accounts but can also pose additional challenges to the governance of the key account
relationships. Specifically it is important to consider the spillover effect of identity multiplicity
and coordination complexity within the selling team on the relationships of interfirm governance
mechanisms and seller’s performance. Such cross-level effects are under researched and I
attempt to address such a gap through this research.
I propose that management of key accounts using cross functional selling teams differs
from traditional B2B relationships on several aspects (i.e., firm as unitary actor and absence of
coordination challenges within the team even when the motivational issues are taken care of).
For instance, in much of the B2B literature, individual firms have been conceptualized as 'unitary
actors' whose individual members share common perspectives and goals (Heide and Wathne
2006). However, members in KAM selling teams might identify more strongly with their
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individual functional identities (e.g., marketing vs. finance) than with the selling team as a whole
and thus lead to the problem of functional silos (Homburg and Jensen 2007). Clearly, a unitary
actor perspective would be an incomplete and flawed representation of such entities.
I argue that the properties of standard governance mechanisms are compromised by these
KAM-relevant aspects; my contention is that these aspects of selling team pose unique
governance challenges in their own right. For instance, as I described earlier, when individual
members in selling team are rooted in different functional identities (e.g., marketing vs. finance),
they might be unable to collaborate effectively to implement different 'process control'
suggestions (e.g., customer returns and service procedures) received from the buyer. Stated
differently, the buyer's attempt to institute process control with the seller can be impacted by
certain aspects (e.g., functional identities) within the selling team. For example, the buyer, in the
realm of process control, may suggest changes to service procedures being followed by the
seller. A support personnel might view such changes as additional work, the finance personnel
might be worried about cost implications and, the salesperson might see this as additional
opportunity to sell some solutions.
Thus overall, the acceptance of the process control changes will not be straight forward
given the within team differences and such selling team aspects can slow down and imped team
decision making processes, in turn impacting the relationship governance tasks and seller’s
performance. More broadly, features of selling team cause an externality or spillover in the
buyer-seller relationship governance tasks. While such effects are both salient and interesting
from a theoretical standpoint, they have largely been ignored in prior marketing research.
Understanding of such spillovers can help seller firms better constitute and organize selling
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teams, improve within selling team information utilization and decision making processes and
better manage the key account relationships.
With this research work I attempt to address the above shortcomings and conceptualize
the spillover effects and make multiple contributions. First, I contribute to the KAM literature,
where relationship management issues have not yet been examined with the perspective of
bilateral governance lens. By looking at the effect of governance mechanisms on seller’s
performance one gets a nuanced understanding of KAM. Second, I contribute to the B2B
literature in marketing by further illuminating the nature of standard governance mechanisms
like monitoring and the boundary conditions that impact the efficacy of governance mechanisms
in presence of cross functional selling teams. Identifying the boundary conditions of various
governance mechanisms is important in order to better understand application of these
governance mechanisms in management of key account relationships. Third, I show that it is
important to consider the spillover effects of intrafirm selling team issues on the interfirm
relational governance. For example, Paruchuri (2010) finds spillover effects of firm’s structural
position in interfirm innovation network on intrafirm innovation activities.
Such cross level spillovers of intrafirm aspects on interfirm relationship management
have not previously been considered in marketing. In fact, the notion of such spillovers between
interfirm and intrafirm issues points back to the view of firms as 'network structures' (Achrol
1997)....where one relationship (within the selling team)...creates externalities in another
connected relationship (between buyer-seller). Finally, in the broadest sense, I speak to the larger
interfirm and intrafirm literature in marketing where implicit assumptions regarding the nature of
the firm (e.g., identity multiplicity) have not explicitly been articulated and / or tested. Such
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assumptions of “unitary actor” and “single voice of the firm” again may not hold in context of
management of key account relationships by cross functional selling teams.
In terms of managerial implications, for selling firms it is important to realize the
coordination and cooperation challenges presented by cross-functional selling teams and tackle
these in order to best engage the key account buyer firm. Positive engagement and generation of
trust between buyer and seller firms can present great economic and strategic benefits to the
seller firm in the long run. Selling firms can support development of shared team identity within
the selling team members through joint team building exercises and encouraging cross functional
cooperation. Further selling team members should be encouraged to develop relational ties with
their functional counterparts in the buyer firm. Such functional mapping can be achieved by
encouraging socialization, holding knowledge transfer sessions (especially for technical
background representatives from both sides) and encouraging tours of seller firm for buyer firm
members.
Within selling team, consultation processes and knowledge sharing and guidance can be
encouraged by ensuring centralization of consultation activity within the team. Such
centralization can increase effectiveness of task breakdown based on functional expertise,
integration of divergent perspectives, while also ensuring a central management of information
exchange between buyer and seller firm. Mostly centralization of power and decision making
authority is seen negatively and decentralized decision making is encouraged within teams. But
given the complex context of KAM where an important buyer-seller relationship is under
consideration, centralization of selling team decision making and consultation processes may not
be a bad thing. Especially ensuring that if decision making authority is not centralized at least
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there are central actors within the team who can provide guidance to team members and integrate
diverse perspectives.
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Chapter 3

MANAGING KEY ACCOUNT PROFITABILITY IN BUSINESS
MARKETS: ALIGNING BUYER-SELLER INTERFIRM NETWORK AND
SELLER WITHIN FIRM NETWORK
ABSTRACT
To manage key account relationships in business markets, suppliers rely on selling teams. The
success of such teams is influenced by how the team is structured and how the entire team
handles the relationship with the customer account. I use network theory to conceptualize and
analyze how the relational ties network within the selling team (within seller network) and the
relational ties network with customer representatives (buyer-seller interfirm network) drive the
seller’s profitability from the account. Using survey data collected from key account managers, I
find that account profitability increases when (1) functions represented within the selling team
(greater functional diversity within the team) increases, (2) the fraction of buyer-seller
relationships between similar functions (more commonality of background in the interfirm
connections) increases, (3) the number of selling team members who are centrally connected,
(managing the information flow within the team) decrease, and (4) the number of selling team
members who act as information brokers within the team, (controlling the access to information
by others in team) decreases. I also find that profitability decreases when density of ties in buyerseller interfirm network and within seller network increases. These results indicate how buyerseller interfirm network and within seller networks can be aligned so that both organizations
benefit from better quality and flow of information, which leads to improvements in account
profitability of as much as 4-8%.
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3.1 Introduction
Key accounts, a firm’s largest and most profitable customers are generally the top 10% of
the firm’s customer accounts and often bring in more than 50% of total sales. Managing key
accounts is critical for a selling firm. Literature on buyer-seller relationship establishes the
impact of such relationships on selling firm’s performance (Noordewier, John, and Nevin 1990;
Palmatier et al. 2006) and relational attitudinal factors such as trust and commitment (Morgan
and Hunt 1994, Palmatier et al. 2007). Use of selling teams and selling team effectiveness in
team selling situations can greatly impact buyer-seller relationship. Selling teams can play a
pivotal role in quality of information exchanged between buyers and sellers, dissemination of
collected information within the seller firm and how the information gets acted upon. Teambased selling models can help firms achieve coordinated strategy, greater cross-selling and better
solutions for customers. Use of teams impacts KAM effectiveness and profitability positively
(Workman, Homburg and Jensen 2003), and use of social and structural relational investments in
business relationships is financially beneficial for the seller (Palmatier, Gopalakrishna and
Houston 2005). However, in context of KAM little is known about “how should the selling team
manage the relational ties with key accounts? What should be the structure of such relational ties
between buyers and sellers?”
While KAM literature can guide sellers on how to manage the buyer-seller relationship
and improve profitability, selling team composition and structural factors should also impact the
selling team effectiveness and profitability outcomes. There is evidence that cross functional
KAM teams perform better in markets and are highly adaptive (Homburg, Workman and Jensen
2002). While sellers can use such information to guide the formation of KAM teams there is
little known on “how should the selling team be structured?” to improve within firm coordination
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and also to handle the customer relationship and account management aspect. Bradford et al
(2010) raise a call for more research in the area of impact of team structure and team processes
on buyer-seller relationship and I address the call through my research.
Interfirm relationships in context of key accounts and team based selling involve multiple
representatives from buyer and selling firms (Bonoma and Johnston 1978); viewing these
interfirm ties using social network theory should provide insight into performance relevant
aspects of interfirm relationships. Such an approach is consistent with Achrol’s (1997, p. 56)
view that one of the major “changes in the theory of inter-organizational relations in marketing”
is “moving from a dyadic view of exchange to a network view.” Network interconnectedness in
an organizational context has been shown to influence cooperation, knowledge transfer,
communication efficiency, product development performance, innovation outcomes, and new
product success (Grewal, Lilien, and Mallapragada 2006; Rindfleisch and Moorman 2001; Tsai
2001). Thus, network theory provides valuable perspective for modeling the interaction among
multiple representatives from buyer and seller and within the selling team members within an
overall network (Borgatti and Foster 2003; Houston et al. 2004).
We consider information exchange between buyers and sellers by using communication
ties between buyer-seller representatives to form buyer-seller interfirm network. Social network
theory enables us to compare different interfirm network aspects and configurations to evaluate
impact of quality and volume of information exchange between buyers and sellers on seller’s
account profitability. From perspective of selling team effort coordination and collaboration is
critical and we consider informal consultation ties among the selling team members to form a
seller within firm network. Again, applying social network theory enables us to compare
different within firm network configurations and structures to evaluate impact of quality and
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novelty of consultation, and of coordination of consultation activities and consensus formation
within the selling team on seller’s account profitability. While formal team reporting structures
guide the team and establish a framework, in context of cross functional selling team the
boundaries of formal reporting are blurred, these teams work more based on collaboration and
informal relational ties that generate social capital. “Informal networks provide unconventional
and novel ways of doing things” (p. 76, Gonzalez, Claro and Palmatier 2014) and without
informal networks the benefits from formal structures cannot be fully realized and vice versa.
Key account management and selling team composition and structure are cornerstones of
B2B sales management. Both the aspects: use of selling teams and formation of relational ties
with the buyer are critical for managing relationship with key accounts. We integrate these two
literature streams and investigate the implications of network of ties between buyer and seller
representatives (buyer-seller interfirm network), network of ties within selling team members
(seller within firm network), and the interplay between these two networks on seller’s
profitability from the account. To our knowledge only other paper that empirically consider the
simultaneous conceptualization of both the networks together and the interplay between the
seller within firm network and buyer-seller interfirm network is by Murtha, Bharadwaj and Van
den Bulte (2009) (hereon referred as MBV); MBV consider impact of interplay between the
networks on solution effectiveness from buyer’s perspective using experimental conjoint data
collected from purchasing managers. Our conceptualization and context is different, we consider
the perspective of seller firm in context of key account management. We collected survey data
from key account manager using online survey that allows the selling team sizes to be flexible
and captures different selling team compositions used in realistic team based selling situations.
Considering these two networks and the interplay between these two networks is essential to
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fully understand the role of selling team in KAM practice; as selling teams are boundary
spanning teams that need to allocate time and effort between management of relational ties with
external stakeholders (buyer’s side; forming buyer-seller interfirm network) and also coordinate
and collaborate internally (within firm network) in order to serve the buyer. Further the
information exchange, both quality and volume, between buyer-seller represented by interfirm
network, and information processing, sense-making and knowledge creation activities within the
team represented by within firm network present a need for alignment of these two networks.
Our simultaneous conceptualization and testing of these two networks enables us to test the
combined effect of information exchange and information utilization and knowledge creation
activities.
At the interfirm network level to capture volume and quality of information exchange
between buyers and sellers we consider density of interfirm ties and functional similarity of ties.
At the within firm network level to capture consultation and coordination activities within the
team we consider centralization of actives, brokerage of information, cross functional ties, and
density of within firm ties.
The results from our investigation of buyer-seller relational ties (interfirm network) and
selling team relational ties (within firm network) suggest that seller firm can reap benefits of
aligning these two networks and considering the aspects of compatibility between these two
networks. We find significant interactions between interfirm network aspects and within firm
network aspects: centralization and brokerage in within firm network interact positively with
density in interfirm network, centralization and cross functional ties in within firm network
interact positively with functional similar ties at interfirm network level. We find negative
significant interactions between density at within firm network level and density at interfirm
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network level. From a managerial perspective, our results suggests that sellers can structure the
relationship with buyers and also the selling team composition and structure strategically to
improve account profitability by as much as 4-8%.
We organize the remainder of this document as follows: In the next section we present
our conceptual background to develop our research hypotheses. After outlining our research
methodology and data analysis approach, we summarize the results. We end with a discussion of
the contributions of our research and some managerial implications.
3.2 Theoretical Framework
In the B2B markets, purchase decisions of buying firms are typically made by a buying
center, which comprises of individuals from diverse functional areas and levels of management.
From the seller perspective, it is important to understand the buying center that involves forming
relationships with multiple members of the buying center (Tuli, Bhardwaj and Kohli 2010). The
diversity of functional areas in the buying center necessitates a complementary diversity in the
selling team to develop and sustain the relationship. The need for connections of multiple,
diverse individuals on both the buyer and seller sides suggests that social network theory should
provide the framework and tools to understand how best to establish and manage buyer-seller
relationships (Palmatier 2008; Van Den Bulte and Wuyts 2007). As the connections between
buyer and seller provide a way for exchange of information, a communication network between
buyers and sellers seems appropriate conceptualization of the buyer-seller interfirm social
network.
From a seller perspective, managing relationships with diverse set of buying center
members, involves close consultation among the members of the selling team; such connections
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enable the seller to develop a shared understanding to generate ideas and co-ordinate activities.
Thus, for selling team, intrafirm coordination and collaboration are paramount for managing
customer accounts and ensuring timely delivery of services and solutions (Jones, Stevens and
Chonko 2005; Weitz, Castleberry and Tanner 2004). Recognizing the importance of consultation
among selling team members, we again rely on social network theory to develop a
conceptualization of seller within firm consultation network.
Thus, on one hand we have an interfirm buyer-seller network for information exchange,
while on the other hand there is the seller within firm consultation network. As, both the aspects
of managing customer engagement (interfirm network) and selling team collaboration and
coordination (within firm network) are critical for key account management, we conceptualize
that the interplay among the two networks should be critical for the success of key account
management teams. In order to develop this interplay, we first conceptualize the buyer-firm
interfirm network and then the seller within firm network; then we delve into the interplay
among the two networks to develop our hypotheses.
Buyer-Seller Interfirm Network
Information exchange, both volume and quality, between buyer and seller is critical for
the seller to understand the needs of the buyer and for buyer to understand seller’s offerings.
With involvement of multiple representatives from both sides, multiple relational ties are formed
between buyer and seller; the volume and quality of information exchange depends not only on
the number of ties but also on the structure and characteristics of these ties. Characteristics such
as functional background of representatives sharing a tie should impact the volume and quality of
information exchange. We uncover different aspects of information exchange by investigating
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the structure of ties and consider: (1) density (i.e., number) of ties, and (2) similarity of
functional background of ties.
Number of ties between buyers and sellers can be used to access the volume and
reliability of information exchange between the buyers and sellers. With each additional tie
buyers and sellers have access to broader set of information sources, where each tie adds to
volume of information exchange (Beckman and Haunschild 2002); further increasing number of
ties ensure higher reliability of information exchanged as information can be validated through
additional ties. Therefore as the number of ties between buyer-seller increases, volume and
reliability of information exchange between buyers and sellers also increases.
Functional similarity between the representatives sharing ties affects quality of
information exchange because representatives from buyers and sellers having a similar
functional background share common domain knowledge. Common domain background helps to
establish commonality of norms and expectations that cut across firm boundaries (e.g., a tie
between two representatives from finance, they would both know what CAPEX (capital
expenditure) and OPEX (operating expense) mean, enabling information exchange that is fast,
rich, and reliable). Such similarity leads to effective communication, higher quality of
information exchange, and better understanding between buyers and sellers.
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Figure 5 Multiple Configurations of Buyer-Seller Interfirm Network

Seller within Firm Network
Teams are an important fundamental unit of work in organizations (Harrison et al. 2003),
where key accounts are usually managed through selling teams. Typically, multi-functional key
account teams are fluid teams in a sense that the team has an account manager responsible for
handling the account along with employees dedicated to a particular account while other
employees from diverse functions are pulled in on an as-needed basis. Such fluid team structure
necessitates that the team members consult with each other and coordinate activities within the
team.
To be effective, selling team members needs to collaborate and consult with each other.
Consultation with colleagues enables the team to analyze information collected from the buyer,
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to discuss possible alternative solutions, and to respond to the needs of the buyer in a timely and
effective manner. Quality of consultation (i.e., is the consultation provided useful, insightful),
novelty of consultation (i.e., are the ideas being discussed novel and unique), and coordination of
consultation activities for consensus formation are important aspects that should impact the
responsiveness of the team, quality of decisions made, and performance outcomes. Thus, we use
consultation ties among all team members and aggregate them to form a consultation network for
the team and consider: (1) cross functional ties, (2) centralization of consultation ties, (3)
brokerage and information coordination by team members, and (4) density of consultation ties
within the selling team.4
Cross functional ties captures the aspect of involvement of team members from multiple
functional backgrounds. Such involvement helps a team to access divergent and multiple
knowledge bases and to interpret the information on hand with different perspectives leading to
effective usage of the information. Further, cross functional consultation between team members
from different functions helps the team to integrate the knowledge from across functions, and
arrive at solutions that are novel and thoughtful. Thus, cross functional ties within the team can
be used to access how effectively the information is being used within a team and also access the
quality and novelty of consultation and ideas being generated.

4

A network that comprises of only one type of actors or nodes is called a single mode network; seller within firm
network comprises of only representatives of selling firm (thus is a single mode network). A two mode network is
formed when the links are between two different kinds of nodes; buyer-seller interfirm network has two kinds of
nodes: buyer representative and seller representative (thus buyer-seller network is a two mode network). A two
mode network is structurally different from single mode network and network variables and concepts (i.e., centrality
and betweenness) have different meanings and interpretations in these two kinds of networks and are computed
differently. Therefore we consider different aspects of interfirm and within firm network in our theorization.
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Centralization in consultation network assesses the extent to which the consultation
activities are concentrated around a few ‘central’ team members. These central actors are
knowledge stores of the organization, act as “firm’s reservoirs of collective insights, beliefs,
behavioral routines, procedures, and policies” (Johnson, Sohi, and Grewal 2004, p. 22), provide
useful guidance and build on their own knowledge by solving new problems and issues
presented. Thus, centralization within team helps us to access importance of certain team
members within the team and also the quality of consultation provided by these central actors.
Brokerage captures the aspect of control of information and knowledge flow within the
team such that as brokerage increases information channeled through a few central team
members also increases. The brokers act as pass-through point for information and because of
their unique positions are able to selectively filter, i.e., control information and knowledge flow
among team members (Burt 2004) who are connected largely through these brokers. Thus
brokerage is an important aspect of fluid teams and it helps to assess the filtering and control of
information flow at the team level.
Density of within firm ties, which increases as number of ties within a team increases
(e.g., Freeman 1979), captures the degree of cohesiveness within a team. Increasing density of
ties leads to increasing cohesiveness within a team that increases the likelihood of the team to
arrive at a consensus and to act quickly. However, increasing density of ties comes at the cost of
increased time and effort needed to manage the dense ties and decrease in knowledge creation
(e.g., McFayden and Cannella 2004). Thus density of ties evaluates consensus formation and
time and effort allocation by the team for managing within team activities. In Figure 6, we
illustrate some possible configurations of seller within firm network and in Figure 7, we present
our theoretical framework.
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Figure 6 Multiple Configurations of Seller within Firm Network

Figure 7 Theoretical Framework
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3.3 Hypotheses Development
Buyer-Seller Interfirm Network
Density of Interfirm Ties
Density of interfirm ties increases as the number of ties between a buyer and a seller
increases, which in turn increases the volume and quality of buyer-seller information exchange
as well as seller assess to buyer’s private information (e.g., Uzzi 1997). Increasing density and
the associated increase in information attributes implies that the seller is better able to identify
buyer requirements and refine sales opportunities. Recognizing the diversity of buyer
stakeholders involved in complex purchase decisions, increase in density enables sellers to
connect and communicate with these diverse buyer stakeholders to understand buyer political
alignments in order to better navigate the political landscape. Thus, as density increases, seller is
better able to identify and meet buyer needs and the efficiency of the selling process increases,
which should in turn increase account profitability. Thus, we hypothesize:
H1:

There is a positive relationship between density of ties in buyer-seller interfirm network
and seller’s account profitability.

Functional Similarity of Interfirm Ties
Functional similarity of buyer-seller ties increases as the number of ties between
individual with same function background increases. Representatives with similar functional
background share common domain knowledge that enables them to establish commonality of
norms and expectations that cut across organizational boundaries. The understanding due to
commonality of norms and expectations, should lead to increase in effective of buyer-seller
communication and thus better understanding between the buyers and sellers. Functional
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similarity of interfirm ties enables selling team members to match their functional expertise with
those of buyer representatives and functional similar ties should be stronger due to shared norms,
expectations and informational schemas aligned with the functional background, enabling
stronger relational ties between buyer-seller. As the seller uses these communications due to
similar ties to understand and meet customer needs, account profitability should positively relate
with the level of functional similarity of buyer-seller ties. Thus we propose:
H2:

There is a positive relationship between functional similarity of the ties in buyer-seller
interfirm network and seller’s account profitability.

Moderating Role of Seller within Firm Network
While buyer-seller interfirm communication ties represent information exchange between
buyers and sellers, within firm consultation ties represents information processing and
knowledge creation activities and coordination within the selling team. The efficacy of
information exchange between buyers and sellers should depend on the manner in which the
seller processes and utilizes the gathered information (as shown by organizational information
processing literature; e.g., Moorman 1995). Thus, we now examine the moderating role of seller
consultation network for facets of the buyer-seller interfirm network.
Cross Functional Ties in the Seller Consultation Network
Cross functional ties in the seller consultation network captures the links between selling
team members from different functions. Increase in cross function ties results in diversity of
viewpoints based on team member expertise (Wiersema and Bantel 1993) and thereby richer
utilization of information collected from the buyer. Such richer utilization of information enables
selling teams to arrive at better conclusions (Lawrence and Lorsch 1967) and solutions to
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problems that are novel and well thought through thereby increasing buyer satisfaction, which in
turn should increase account profitability.
As density of interfirm ties increases, volume and quality of information exchange
increases, seller is better able to identify buyer needs and overall effectiveness of selling process
increases. Increasing cross functional ties in seller consultation network enables the selling team
to better utilize higher volume of information and richer information collected from the buyers
through dense interfirm ties. Such increased utilization and increased quality and volume of
information exchange combined together help seller to come up with better solutions leading to
increased buyer satisfaction, strengthening of the relationship and in turn increase in account
profitability.
Increasing functional similarity of interfirm ties is associated with increase in
effectiveness of communication and understanding between the buyers and sellers. Increasing
cross functional ties in seller consultation network enables seller to consider multiple
perspectives, evaluate multiple options and better utilize information collected from buyer; such
increased utilization of information combined with increasing effectiveness of communication
and understanding between the buyers and sellers increases likelihood of a meeting and
exceeding buyer expectations and in turn should increase account profitability.
Therefore we posit that:
H3:

The greater the cross functional ties in the seller consultation network, (a) the stronger is
the positive relationship between density in interfirm network, (b) the stronger is the
positive relationship between functional similarity of ties in interfirm network and
seller’s account profitability.
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Centralization of Ties in the Seller Consultation Network
Centralization in consultation networks represents that there are few team members from
whom all others seek consultation. Increasing centralization means, increased reliance and
importance of fewer central team members who have more knowledge/experience than others in
the team; these central members act as knowledge stores of the organization (Johnson, Sohi and
Grewal 2004). Increasing centralization represent better knowledge creation and assimilation
activities within the team because of richer experience of central actors, compared to teams that
lack central actors. Team members trust these few central members to provide sound guidance
and useful consultation. Centralization allows a few actors to have a clear overview of the
activities of the entire team and strongly influence the team decisions and outcomes. Therefore
increase in centralization should lead to better utilization of information collected and
management of team activities, be beneficial for the team performance, and in turn increase
account profitability.
Increasing density of ties in interfirm networks is associated with higher volume of
information exchange between the buyers and sellers, thereby increasing understanding between
the buyers and sellers. Increasing centralization enables fewer central actors to effectively draw
on their deep knowledge to make sense of larger volume of information collected through dense
ties and come up with solutions and suggestions that are well suited for the situation and also
better manage the activities of the entire selling team and ensure that activities and information
sharing is coordinated. Better consultation and solutions to problem combined with increased
volume of information exchange should increase team performance and indirectly increase
account profitability.
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As functional similarity of ties in interfirm network increases, effectiveness of
communication and understanding between the buyers and sellers increases and thereby quality
of information exchanged increases. Increased information quality combined with centralization
of information processing and knowledge creation activities concentrated around few central
actors should increase effectiveness of utilization of information. These few central actors based
on their rich experience and knowledge are able to better synthesize the higher quality of
information, and provide consultations that are well suited for the situation. Effective
information utilization and better consultation should increase team performance and indirectly
increase account profitability. Thus we posit that:
H4:

The greater the centralization in the seller consultation network, (a) the stronger is the
positive relationship between density in interfirm network, (b) the stronger is the positive
relationship between functional similarity of ties in interfirm network and seller’s account
profitability.

Brokerage of Ties in the Seller Consultation Network
Brokerage captures the aspect of connecting of parts of network through pass-through
nodes that act as bridges between otherwise disjoint subparts of the network (Burt 1992). With
increasing brokerage fewer team members act as mediators of information flow between
nonadjacent team members and influence the knowledge sharing among the team members; this
is similar to bridging of a structural hole (Freeman 1979, Burt 1992). Brokerage within multifunction selling teams represents control of consultation and knowledge sharing within the team.
Brokers can bring together diverse information from different members and integrate it to
generate novel ideas and foster creativity (Mallapragada, Grewal and Lilien 2012) and also
control the flow of information among team members, helping in effective allocation of effort
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within the team, which in turn should increase team performance, buyer satisfaction and account
profitability.
With increasing density of interfirm ties, volume and quality of information exchange
increases and seller is better able to identify buyer needs and effectiveness of selling process
increases. Increasing brokerage in seller consultation network ensures that a few team members
are in control of information flow and selectively synthesize information for team members,
reducing the overall effort required by others members of the selling team. Such effective effort
allocation for the team combined with higher volume of information and richer information
collected from the buyers through dense interfirm ties enables seller to come up with solutions
faster, thereby leading to quick turnaround on buyer requirements, and in turn should increase
account profitability.
Increasing functional similarity of ties in interfirm network signals increasing
effectiveness of communication and understanding between the buyers and sellers and leads to
increase in quality of information exchanged. Increased information quality combined with
increasing brokerage, control and integration of information flow by few central actors, should
increase effectiveness of utilization of information and reduce effort allocation of the team.
These few brokers based on their position in the network are able to control the flow and
synthesize information from disconnected members of the team. Higher quality of information
collected using increasing functional similarity of ties at interfirm network level, combined by
integration and control by brokers should increase information utilization effectiveness. Effective
information utilization and effort allocation should increase team performance and indirectly
increase account profitability.
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H5:

The greater the brokerage in seller consultation network, (a) the stronger is the positive
relationship between density in interfirm network, (b) the stronger is the positive
relationship between functional similarity of ties in interfirm network and seller’s account
profitability.

Density of Ties in the Seller Consultation Network
Density captures the aspect of number of ties within the team (Wasserman and Faust
1994) and can be used to evaluate cohesiveness within the team and time and effort allocation
within the team. Cohesiveness of team refers to tight bonding among the team members and it
leads to faster mutual agreement and consensus development within the team and thus ensures
faster decision making and action by the team. Increasing density of ties between selling team
members results in increasing cohesiveness with the team and allow teams to act quickly but at
the same time dense ties leads to the increase in time and effort commitment required by the
team members to manage these within team dense ties and also leads to decrease in knowledge
creation. Specifically in the context of consultation network, increasing density of ties represents
increasing consultation happening from every member in the team to other members on the team.
Such increasing consultation might lead to excessive information processing on the part of the
team, duplication and wastage of time and effort, and forced agreement based on group norms,
resulting in non-novel solutions to problems (Obstfeld 2005), and ultimately leading to poor
account handling and decrease in account profitability.
Increasing density of interfirm ties represents increase in number of ties between buyers
and sellers, increase in volume of information exchange between the buyers and sellers. Such
increase in number of ties signals increase in volume of information exchange and increased
understanding between the buyers and sellers. With increase in density of ties in seller
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consultation network, selling team members increasing allocate more time and effort on
maintenance of within team consultation and coordination activities forcing them to ignore buyer
ties and also slower response time to buyer needs. Such division of attention and effort of selling
team members and conflict in effort and time allocation should reduce the positive effect of
increased understanding between the buyers and sellers on account profitability. Further dense
ties at both network levels will lead to considerable overlap in activities of team members and
buyer-seller communication resulting in potential redundancy of effort and slower response time
thereby causing buyer dissatisfaction.
As functional similarity increases, the quality of information exchange increases and
effectiveness of communication between the buyers and sellers increases and in turn account
profitability increases. But with increase in density of ties in seller consultation network, selling
team members are forced to allocate increasing amount of time and effort for within team
activities and thus lose focus on buyer relational ties management. Though with increasing
functional similarity higher quality of information is collected, but with dense ties within the
team, information richness and quality may be lost in excessive processing, forced agreement
based on group norms that ignores novel ideas and thus reduce knowledge creation at the team
level. Such that increasing density of ties at seller consultation network level should reduce the
positive association between functional similarity of ties and account profitability.
While it might be perfectly fine for an inward facing team to have dense within team ties,
for selling teams that are also involved with handling customer ties and require time and effort
commitment on the customer front, it might be a waste of effort to have dense ties within the
team. Thus we propose:
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H6:

The greater the density of ties in the seller consultation network, (a) the weaker is the
positive relationship between density in interfirm network, (b) the weaker is the positive
relationship between functional similarity of ties in interfirm network and seller’s account
profitability. In Figure 8, we present our conceptual framework with hypotheses.
Figure 8 Conceptual Framework

3.4 Methodology
Data collection and Sampling
To test the proposed model we need data from a team selling context, thus we collect
from key account management (KAM) teams where multiple representatives are involved from
the both buyer and seller sides. We also need data from multiple firms (and likely multiple
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industries) to compare the buyer-seller network structure and seller within firm network structure
across firms. The suitable respondent for the survey is a person in sales/business development
role or KAM team member who understands the customer relationship side as well as the within
firm participation of KAM team members from different functions. Keeping these points in
mind, we collected primary survey data from 207 key account managers from a variety of firms
and industries in business to business markets. Data were collected using an online survey
administered through a marketing research (MR) firm that has an online panel of respondents in
sales manager/ account manager role in industries that have predominantly business to business
(B2B) sales.5 The B2B industries were shortlisted because these industries tend to have ongoing
buyer-seller relationships that necessitate use of KAM teams and are suited to test our model.
The online panel members self-select to be part of the MR firm’s panel, fill up a detailed
information sheet about their work industry, job profile and personal preferences. MR firm
invites panel participants’ to participate in surveys matching their profiles. The MR firm also
compensates these participants. The population that we targeted was of key account
managers/sales managers, employed full-time, aged 25 years and above, in the short-listed
industries operating within US. The MR firm had more than 2000 panelists meeting the criteria.
For the shortlisted industry sample email invites were automatically randomized by the MR firm
to eliminate any potential biases. The survey questionnaire was sent as a link to the online panel
members of the MR firm. Further screening rules were applied to short list the panel and target
respondents to ensure that the respondents are (1) full time employees, (2) working with a firm
employing more than 500 employees, (3) the firm sells to other businesses / firms / organizations

5

Industries that were targeted are: Aerospace & Defense, Automotive, Chemicals, Computer Hardware, Computer
Services, Computer Software, Consumer Products Manufacturing, Electronics - Manufacturing, Industrial
Manufacturing and Telecommunications Equipment.
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(not direct selling to consumers (as individuals for their own consumption) and (4) not in
industries of finance, real estate and, insurance. Once the panel members received the link, they
clicked on the link and after qualifying the screening questions responded to the survey
questions. Screening rules helped to ensure that the survey link send out is indeed being
responded to by the targeted population (B2B sales).
Once the respondent cleared the screening process they were asked to think about one of
their important customer accounts and then respondent to questions about customer account
industry, how long has the customer been with the seller, stage of relationship, customer firm
revenue, customer firm size, and revenue contribution. These questions were followed by
questions pertaining to selling team involved from seller side to handle the account (from the
same business unit and location as the respondent). For selling team we asked for total number of
people involved, names (initials, nicknames or designation/title to aid respondent to recall selling
team members and their specific roles), functional background and whether each member is part
of seller’s TMT or not. The online setting enabled the dynamic updating of questionnaire content
based on names and number of team members identified. Based on number of team members
identified a set of questions was repeated for each of the team member identified. Further
respondents were required to form the consultation network; to form a consultation network, for
each team member identified, the respondent was asked to identify consultation ties with all the
other team members. Such process was repeated for all members of the team yielding the within
team consultation network.
For buyer side participation, we asked respondent to identify representatives from buyer
side by names (initials, nickname or pseudo names) and asked about functional background and
whether part of buyer’s TMT. We asked questions pertaining to performance measures.
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For the buyer-seller interfirm network, for each selling team member all the names from
buyer side were listed and the respondent was asked to identify the communication ties between
selling team member and buyer representatives. Such a process was repeated for all selling team
members yielding the buyer-seller interfirm network. Finally we asked about team
characteristics, seller firm characteristics, and respondent characteristics.
Sample selection
For every panel member who clicked on the link, we collected certain information about
the respondents (geographic location, age of the respondent, industry of the firm, age of the firm,
whether the firm is operates in multiple countries, does the firm operate in multiple businesses,
level of management that the respondent belongs to, and the primary functional area of the
respondent) and applied the screening questions. In total 438 people attempted the survey link, of
which 230 completed the survey and remaining 208 were disqualified or didn’t complete. Of the
208 respondents those attempted the survey link but did not qualify or abandoned the survey in
the initial stages, 155 respondents did not pass the screening criteria (full time employed, 500+
employees, B2B industries) and 53 abandoned the survey when asked to think about specific
customer account. Of the 230 completed surveys 23 responses were removed as 14 of these did
not qualify the data quality checks and 9 were incomplete,6 leaving us with 207 usable responses.
We apply Heckman sample selection correction (Heckman 1979) to account for any systematic
differences between respondents those who completed the survey to those who didn’t qualify/
complete the survey. We check for systematic differences in firm age, number of accounts

6

We had multiple questions that had an item in multi-item scales that respondent was instructed to mark a specific
answer. There were 14 instances when the responded failed to mark that specific answer and we removed the
complete response from our consideration. For the 9 responses that were incomplete the respondents stopped at the
point of the interfirm network creation and therefore we cannot use them in the sample.
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handled by the respondent, whether the firm operates in multiple countries and multiple
businesses; we find that sample selection is not significant problem in our sample (ρ = 0.06,
standard error = 1.47, p = 0.97).
Common method
A concern with data collected using survey response methodology from single
respondent is possibility of common method bias. Our explanatory variables and moderating
variables of interest are network variables that are not directly reported by the respondent in the
survey but are computed after constructing the network from the ties reported by the respondent.
It is unlikely that the respondent based on our questions about the names and ties of various
representatives involved could guess the research questions being addressed. Thus concern of
respondent second guessing our research (holding implicit theories) doesn’t arise.
Further to reduce possibility of common method bias we designed the survey
questionnaire such that collection of network data and dependent variable was separated by other
questions pertaining to firm characteristics (with some items reverse scaled) ,ensuring temporal
separation, such separation helps to reduces acquiescence biases. Further network data used to
compute the independent and moderating network variables was collected in a different scale
format (asking names and then checkmark who consults whom and who communicates with
whom), and dependent variable was collected as a ordinal multi-point scale (profitability as a
percentage bucket) addressing issues of common scale format. Additionally questions about
seller firm characteristics and buyer firm characteristics were asked using various Likert scale
formats (7-point scale, 5-point scale and slider scale) and various scale anchors (strongly
disagree – strongly-agree, very ineffective-very effective, very unlikely-very-likely and verydissatisfied and very-satisfied) (Podsakoff et al. 2003).
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Measurement
The impact of seller within firm network and buyer-seller interfirm network can be
measured at multiple levels. The impact of network of ties at different levels should be felt for
the seller firm, the buyer firm and also aggregated at the buyer-seller relationship level. We focus
on finding ways to improve seller’s profitability and therefore use the outcome variable as
seller’s account profitability.
Account Profitability: An organization that is performing well in the market is more
likely of being financially successful than firms that are not performing well in the market. The
literature on relationship marketing and key account management highlights the performance
implications of customer satisfaction and loyalty (Palmatier et. al. 2006). There is evidence that
market performance is positively related to financial performance (Anderson, Fornell, and
Lehmann 1994). Furthermore, loyal and satisfied customers could increase a firm’s profitability
from the account through the absence of acquisition costs, decreasing operating costs, referrals,
and higher price tolerance by the customer (Reichheld 1996). Therefore we consider account
profitability as outcome measure, which we measure using a percentage interval scale, where we
asked the respondents to categorize the account profitability into buckets ranging from negative,
0-2%, 2-4%,4-6%, 6-8%, 8-10%, 10-12%, 12-14%, 14-16%, 16-20%, and 20% and above.
Independent Variables and Moderating Variables
The unit of analysis for our research is at the selling team within firm network level and
interfirm network level. For the purpose of calculation of network variables we used UCINET 6
and network variables were calculated for each of the 207 responses (in total 414 networks: 207
within firm networks and 207 interfirm networks).
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Buyer-Seller Interfirm Network
Density of Interfirm Ties: The interfirm network is a two mode network where seller side
representatives and buyer side representatives are the two types of nodes. Network density (D) is
measured as ratio of number of ties present to the maximum possible ties that could arise in the
network (Borgatti, Everett and Freeman 2002). For two mode network maximum number of
possible ties between the two kind of nodes is NS * NB, where NS and NB represents count of
seller representatives and buyer representatives respectively. The density measure (D) would be
a value between 0 and 1 and is given as 𝐷𝐼𝑁𝑇𝐸𝑅𝐹𝐼𝑅𝑀 =

𝐴𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑎𝑙 𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑇𝑖𝑒𝑠
𝑁𝑆 ∗𝑁𝐵

.

Functional Similarity of Tie: For each representative identified from the seller and buyer
side by the respondent, the respondent also identify the functional background of each of the
representative. For the interfirm network, each tie is binary coded as ‘1’ if it is between
representatives from similar functional background and ‘0’ otherwise. For example, A tie
between a finance person from seller side and finance person from buyer side, and a tie between
seller’s rep from sales and buyer’s rep from procurement would be coded as ‘1’ and counted
towards functional similarity. A tie between a finance person and a marketing person would be
coded ‘0’. After all the ties are coded, functional similarity would be a value between 0 and 1
and the ratio is calculated as 𝐹𝑆 =

𝐶𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝑇𝑖𝑒𝑠 𝑐𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑑 1
𝑁𝑆 ∗𝑁𝐵

, where, NS and NB represent count of

seller representatives and buyer representatives respectively.
Seller within Firm Network
Cross Functional Ties: For each representative identified from the seller side by the
respondent, the respondent also identifies the functional background of each of the
representatives. Each reported tie is binary coded as ‘1’ if it is between representatives from
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similar functional background and ‘0’ otherwise. For example, a tie between two members from
sales function, and a tie between two members of marketing function would be coded as ‘1’ and
counted towards functional similarity. A tie between a finance person and a marketing person
would be coded ‘0’. After all the ties are coded, cross functional ties would be a value between 0
𝐶𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝑇𝑖𝑒𝑠 𝑐𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑑 1

and 1 and the ratio is calculated as 𝐶𝐹 =

𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑟𝑒𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑇𝑖𝑒𝑠

.

Centralization: At actor level, indegree centrality is a measure of number of incoming
ties for an actor in a directed network, i.e., 𝐶𝐷 (𝑛𝑖 ) = 𝑥+𝑖 , where 𝑛𝑖 is an actor ‘i’, and 𝐶𝐷 is sum
of the number of relations ties directed to that actor. As our unit of analysis is at the team level
we use the centralization measure of degree centrality at the network level. Indegree
centralization is at the network level and is an index that measures how heterogeneous the actor
centralities are. It is a measure of dispersion of actors’ indegree centrality for all the actors in the
network. Centralization is therefore a measure of extent to which activity in the network is
organized around certain focal actors. Centralization is operationalized as the ratio of the actual
sum of differences to the maximum possible sum of differences (that of a perfect star network
where there is only once central actor connecting everyone else) (Freeman 1979). We compute
𝑁

centralization as 𝐶𝐷 =

𝑆 [𝐶 (𝑛∗ )− 𝐶 (𝑛 )]
∑𝑖=1
𝐷
𝐷 𝑖

[(𝑁𝑆 −1)∗(𝑁𝑆 −2)]

, where C'D(n*) is the largest realized indegree

centrality in the network and 𝑁𝑆 is the number of members in the network. Centralization is
reported by most network mapping software such as UCINET 6 (Borgatti, Everett and Freeman
2002) and varies from 0 to 1. Where 1 means that the network is highly centralized and
represents a star network (centered on 1 actor) and 0 means that the there is no one central in the
network and the network represents a circle where each actor has exactly same node level degree
centralization.
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Brokerage measure is similar to the centralization measure and it is the measure of
dispersion in actor betweenness centrality for all the actors in the network. Actor betweenness
centrality where actor ‘i’ acts as the in-between connector for actors j and k is calculated as 𝐶𝐵′ =
∑𝑗<𝑘 𝑔𝑗𝑘 (𝑛𝑖 )/ 𝑔𝑗𝑘
[(𝑁𝑆 −1)∗(𝑁𝑆 −2)/2 ]

, where 𝑔𝑗𝑘 is the number of different paths linking the two actors (j, k) and

𝑔𝑗𝑘 (𝑛𝑖 ) is the number of different paths linking the two actors (j, k) that contains actor ‘i’. Actor
level betweenness centrality is reported by most network mapping software such as UCINET 6
(Borgatti 2003). Further, actor between centrality measure is standardized and network level
𝑁

betweenness centralization is computed as 𝐶𝐵 =

𝑆 [𝐶 ′ (𝑛∗ )− 𝐶 ′ (𝑛 )]
∑𝑖=1
𝐵
𝐵 𝑖

(𝑁𝑆 −1)

, where C'B(n*) is the largest

realized actor betweenness centrality and 𝑁𝑆 is the number of actors in the network.
Density is calculated as a ratio of number of ties present to the maximum number of
possible ties. Density measure is a standard network measure reported by most network mapping
software such as UCINET 6. We calculate density as 𝐷𝑊𝐼𝑇𝐻𝐼𝑁𝐹𝐼𝑅𝑀 =
2∗ 𝐴𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑎𝑙 𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑊𝑖𝑡ℎ𝑖𝑛 𝐹𝑖𝑟𝑚 𝑇𝑖𝑒𝑠
𝑁𝑆 ∗(𝑁𝑠 −1)

, where 𝑁𝑆 is the count of seller team members within the

network.
Observed and Unobserved Heterogeneity
To ensure that the hypothesized effects are identified, we control for observed and
unobserved sources of heterogeneity. We use the following control variables: Length of the
buyer-seller relationship, seller within firm network size, buyer-seller network size, buyer and
seller firm size, seller team function count, buyer function count, and seller TMT count and
buyer TMT count. Length of relationship is used extensively as a control variable in area of
relationship marketing and key account management. With length of relationship certain level of
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trust develops between two exchange partners. Further, mutual understanding and expectations
build as a result of continued exchange and interaction. Therefore we control for the length of
relationship. We also control for seller within firm network size and buyer-seller interfirm
network size. Larger size of within firm network might represent access to more resources and
presence of larger slack in the team compared to teams that are smaller in size and therefore we
control for it. Similarly participation of more members from the buyer side might represent a
stronger relationship or a scenario where the relationship is better scrutinized and therefore we
control for it. We also control for firm size as firm size is an important parameter and has been
extensively used as a control variable for research in networks and relationship marketing. With
increasing firm size both seller and buyer firm can gain recognition and access to resources that
are not generally accessible to smaller firms. Larger firms also generally enjoy far more
legitimacy than smaller firms. Size also brings power and authority in an exchange relationship.
Size for both buyer and selling firm are estimated using their sales revenue and number of
employees. By controlling for seller function count and buyer function count, we control for the
effect of functional diversity on the team. Our theorization of functional similarity at interfirm
network level and cross functional ties at within firm level goes beyond just functional diversity
and therefore controlling for function count of representatives from both buyer and seller
controls for alternative explanation of functional diversity. We also control for seller TMT count
and buyer TMT count to control for alternative explanation of the fact of increased pressure on
the relationship due to increased number of TMTs involved.
Like any list our above list of control variables is not exhaustive; many unmeasured
factors are likely to influence performance. For example, firm culture might affect performance,
yet researchers typically do not observe it. The failure to account for such factors can lead to
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statistically biased, inconsistent parameter estimates (e.g., Wooldridge 2002). We account for
this unobserved heterogeneity in the data using semi-parametric approach of representing the
intercept term, and the error variance with a finite number of support points as suggested by
Heckman and Singer (1984) and Chintagunta (2001) among others. Thus, we can specify our
model (MHET) as:
(1)

𝑃𝐸𝑅𝐹𝑓 = ∑𝐾
𝑘=0 𝜋𝑘 𝛼𝑘 + 𝛽1 𝐼𝐹𝐷𝐸𝑁𝑆𝐼𝑇𝑌𝑓 + 𝛽2 𝐼𝐹𝐹𝑈𝑁𝐶𝑆𝐼𝑀𝐼𝐿𝐴𝑅𝐼𝑇𝑌𝑓
+ 𝛽3 𝑊𝐹𝐶𝑅𝑂𝑆𝑆𝐹𝑈𝑁𝐶𝑇𝐼𝐸𝑆𝑓 + 𝛽4 𝑊𝐹𝐶𝐸𝑁𝑇𝑅𝐴𝐿𝐼𝑍𝐴𝑇𝐼𝑂𝑁𝑓 + 𝛽5 𝑊𝐹𝐵𝑅𝑂𝐾𝐸𝑅𝐴𝐺𝐸𝑓
+ 𝛽6 𝑊𝐹𝐷𝐸𝑁𝑆𝐼𝑇𝑌 + 𝛿1 (𝑊𝐹𝐶𝑅𝑂𝑆𝑆𝐹𝑈𝑁𝐶𝑇𝐼𝐸𝑆𝑓 ∗ 𝐼𝐹𝐷𝐸𝑁𝑆𝐼𝑇𝑌𝑓 )
+ 𝛿2 (𝑊𝐹𝐶𝑅𝑂𝑆𝑆𝐹𝑈𝑁𝐶𝑇𝐼𝐸𝑆𝑓 ∗ 𝐼𝐹𝐹𝑈𝑁𝐶𝑆𝐼𝑀𝐼𝐿𝐴𝑅𝐼𝑇𝑌𝑓 )
+ 𝛿3 (𝑊𝐹𝐶𝐸𝑁𝑇𝑅𝐴𝐿𝐼𝑍𝐴𝑇𝐼𝑂𝑁𝑓 ∗ 𝐼𝐹𝐷𝐸𝑁𝑆𝐼𝑇𝑌𝑓 )
+ 𝛿4 (𝑊𝐹𝐶𝐸𝑁𝑇𝑅𝐴𝐿𝐼𝑍𝐴𝑇𝐼𝑂𝑁𝑓 ∗ 𝐼𝐹𝐹𝑈𝑁𝐶𝑆𝐼𝑀𝐼𝐿𝐴𝑅𝐼𝑇𝑌𝑓 )
+ 𝛿5 (𝑊𝐹𝐵𝑅𝑂𝐾𝐸𝑅𝐴𝐺𝐸𝑓 ∗ 𝐼𝐹𝐷𝐸𝑁𝑆𝐼𝑇𝑌𝑓 )
+ 𝛿6 (𝑊𝐹𝐵𝑅𝑂𝐾𝐸𝑅𝐴𝐺𝐸𝑓 ∗ 𝐼𝐹𝐹𝑈𝑁𝐶𝑆𝐼𝑀𝐼𝐿𝐴𝑅𝐼𝑇𝑌𝑓 )
+ 𝛿7 (𝑊𝐹𝐷𝐸𝑁𝑆𝐼𝑇𝑌𝑓 ∗ 𝐼𝐹𝐷𝐸𝑁𝑆𝐼𝑇𝑌𝑓 ) + 𝛿8 (𝑊𝐹𝐷𝐸𝑁𝑆𝐼𝑇𝑌𝑓 ∗ 𝐼𝐹𝐹𝑈𝑁𝐶𝑆𝐼𝑀𝐼𝐿𝐴𝑅𝐼𝑇𝑌𝑓 )
𝐾

+ 𝛾𝑗 𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑙𝑠𝑓,𝑗 + ∑ 𝜀𝑓,𝑘
𝑘=0

where the f subscript indicates the firm, PERF represents the firm performance (our outcome
variable); IFDENSITY, IFFUNCSIMILARITY, WFCROSSFUNCTIES,
WFCENTRALIZATION, WFBROKERAGE and WFDENSITY indicate interfirm network
density, interfirm functional similarity, within firm cross functional ties, within firm
centralization, within firm brokerage, within firm density, respectively; CONTROLS is a vector
of control variables; where αk represents latent support points on the intercept, and εf,k denotes
the error term for support point k, assumed to be iid normal distributed ; the value of K is
empirically determined on the basis of model fit (e.g., Wedel and Kamakura 2000); β, δ, and γ
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indicate regression coefficients for the main effects, interaction effects, and control variables,
respectively;
Concerns for endogeneity arise, because some variables unobserved by researchers might
influence both account profitability and our key network explanatory variables (e.g., density
buyer-seller interfirm network and within selling team density). Potential for an endogeneity bias
in each of our key explanatory variables arises because of possibility of endogenous team
composition and structure (team formation). Endogenous team formation and buyer-seller ties
means that there is some managerial strategic intent or information that leads managers to
allocate more team members or specific high performance key account managers to key accounts
that are more profitable and also manage ties between buyer-seller firms based on account
profitability and therefore our explanatory network variables that are computed based on the
buyer-seller interfirm network and seller within firm network are correlated with the error term.
Our method to correct for endogeneity when it arises is the instrumental variable (IV) approach
(Wooldridge 2009). Instruments do not correlate with the error term but mimic an endogenous
regressor, though it is not always feasible to find valid instruments. In that case, it is possible to
use a latent instrumental variable (LIV) approach (Ebbes et al. 2005) to correct for endogeneity,
as is used often in marketing literature (e.g., Grewal, Chandrashekaran, and Citrin 2010; Rutz,
Bucklin, and Sonnier 2012; Zhang, Wedel, and Pieters 2009).
With an LIV approach, we correct for the endogenous regressor by introducing a discrete
unobserved latent IV with m categories that partitions the variance of the endogenous regressor
into endogenous (possibly correlated with error term) and exogenous (uncorrelated with error
term) components, such that
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(2)

̂𝑓 + 𝜁𝑓
𝑋𝑓 = 𝜃𝑙 𝑍

where f is the subscript for firm, 𝑋𝑓 denotes the endogenous regressor; 𝜃𝑙 is the (m × 1) vector of
̂𝑓 is
category means; 𝜁𝑓 refers to the error residual (possibly correlated with error term 𝜀𝑓 ); and 𝑍
the unobserved discrete instrument (uncorrelated with 𝜀𝑓 and 𝜁𝑓 that separates the sample into m
̂𝑓 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝜁𝑓 are computed and introduced in Equation 1 to correct for
groups, where m > 1). Next, 𝑍
each possible endogenous variable.
Model Specification
̂ 𝑓 , IFFUNCSIMILARITY
̂
̂
The corrected variables IFDENSITY
𝑓 , WFCROSSFUNCTIES𝑓
̂
̂
̂
WFCENTRALIZATION
𝑓 , WFBROKERAGE𝑓 and WFDENSITY𝑓 are the predicted values from the
̂ 𝑓 , IFFUNCSIMILARITY
̂
̂
LIV correction step; as IFDENSITY
𝑓 , WFCROSSFUNCTIES𝑓
̂
̂
̂
WFCENTRALIZATION
𝑓 , WFBROKERAGE𝑓 and WFDENSITY𝑓 are uncorrelated with the error
terms for the actual regressors IFDENSITY, IFFUNCSIMILARITY, WFCROSSFUNCTIES,
WFCENTRALIZATION, WFBROKERAGE and WFDENSITY, respectively, and therefore are
introduced in the main regression model with the additional error (residual) terms from the LIV
correction step: 𝜁𝑓,1 , 𝜁𝑓,2 , 𝜁𝑓,3 , 𝜁𝑓,4 , 𝜁𝑓,4 , and 𝜁𝑓,6 (which could be correlated with the actual
regressor). The updated regression equation, after correction for endogeneity (MFINAL), is:
(3)

̂
̂
𝑃𝐸𝑅𝐹𝑓 = ∑𝐾
𝑘=0 𝜋𝑘 𝛼𝑘 + 𝛽1 𝐼𝐹𝐷𝐸𝑁𝑆𝐼𝑇𝑌𝑓 + 𝛽2 𝐼𝐹𝐹𝑈𝑁𝐶𝑆𝐼𝑀𝐼𝐿𝐴𝑅𝐼𝑇𝑌𝑓
̂
̂
̂
+ 𝛽3 𝑊𝐹𝐶𝑅𝑂𝑆𝑆𝐹𝑈𝑁𝐶𝑇𝐼𝐸𝑆
𝑓 + 𝛽4 𝑊𝐹𝐶𝐸𝑁𝑇𝑅𝐴𝐿𝐼𝑍𝐴𝑇𝐼𝑂𝑁𝑓 + 𝛽5 𝑊𝐹𝐵𝑅𝑂𝐾𝐸𝑅𝐴𝐺𝐸𝑓
̂
+ 𝛽6 𝑊𝐹𝐷𝐸𝑁𝑆𝐼𝑇𝑌
+ 𝛿1 (𝑊𝐹𝐶𝑅𝑂𝑆𝑆𝐹𝑈𝑁𝐶𝑇𝐼𝐸𝑆𝑓 ∗ 𝐼𝐹𝐷𝐸𝑁𝑆𝐼𝑇𝑌𝑓 )
+ 𝛿2 (𝑊𝐹𝐶𝑅𝑂𝑆𝑆𝐹𝑈𝑁𝐶𝑇𝐼𝐸𝑆𝑓 ∗ 𝐼𝐹𝐹𝑈𝑁𝐶𝑆𝐼𝑀𝐼𝐿𝐴𝑅𝐼𝑇𝑌𝑓 )
+ 𝛿3 (𝑊𝐹𝐶𝐸𝑁𝑇𝑅𝐴𝐿𝐼𝑍𝐴𝑇𝐼𝑂𝑁𝑓 ∗ 𝐼𝐹𝐷𝐸𝑁𝑆𝐼𝑇𝑌𝑓 )
+ 𝛿4 (𝑊𝐹𝐶𝐸𝑁𝑇𝑅𝐴𝐿𝐼𝑍𝐴𝑇𝐼𝑂𝑁𝑓 ∗ 𝐼𝐹𝐹𝑈𝑁𝐶𝑆𝐼𝑀𝐼𝐿𝐴𝑅𝐼𝑇𝑌𝑓 )
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+ 𝛿5 (𝑊𝐹𝐵𝑅𝑂𝐾𝐸𝑅𝐴𝐺𝐸𝑓 ∗ 𝐼𝐹𝐷𝐸𝑁𝑆𝐼𝑇𝑌𝑓 )
+ 𝛿6 (𝑊𝐹𝐵𝑅𝑂𝐾𝐸𝑅𝐴𝐺𝐸𝑓 ∗ 𝐼𝐹𝐹𝑈𝑁𝐶𝑆𝐼𝑀𝐼𝐿𝐴𝑅𝐼𝑇𝑌𝑓 )
+ 𝛿7 (𝑊𝐹𝐷𝐸𝑁𝑆𝐼𝑇𝑌𝑓 ∗ 𝐼𝐹𝐷𝐸𝑁𝑆𝐼𝑇𝑌𝑓 )
+ 𝛿8 (𝑊𝐹𝐷𝐸𝑁𝑆𝐼𝑇𝑌𝑓 ∗ 𝐼𝐹𝐹𝑈𝑁𝐶𝑆𝐼𝑀𝐼𝐿𝐴𝑅𝐼𝑇𝑌𝑓 )
+𝛾𝑗 𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑙𝑠𝑓,𝑗
𝐾

+ 𝜌1 𝜁𝑓,1 + 𝜌2 𝜁𝑓,2 + 𝜌3 𝜁𝑓,3 + 𝜌4 𝜁𝑓,4 + 𝜌5 𝜁𝑓,5 + 𝜌6 𝜁𝑓,6 + ∑ 𝜀𝑓,𝑘
𝑘=0

Model Estimation
We estimated Equations 2 and 3 independently, then introduced the error terms (in
addition to predicted values that serve as instruments) from Equation 2 (one error term per
endogenous variable) as covariates in Equation 3. As with traditional latent class regression
analyses, we estimated both equations by maximizing the log-likelihood function using the E-M
algorithm (Wedel and Kamakura 2000). We mean-centered all the explanatory variables in the
final model. We checked for multicollinearity; the variance inflation factors and condition index
ruled out these concerns (CI was less than 8.5) and also the standard errors didn’t inflate when
we did a step-wise model build of introducing controls, main effect variables and interactions.
Further the estimates are stable and don’t flip signs across the models. In Table 1 we present the
descriptive statistics and correlation matrix of the measures.
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Table 1 Descriptive Statistics and Bivariate Correlation Coefficients

M

SD

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

1

Account Profitability

7.28

3.20

2

Selling Team Network Size

7.14

2.41

.02

3

Seller Team Function Count

3.25

1.38

.00

.27**

4

Seller Team TMT Count

1.46

.95

.09

.22**

.03

5

Buyer Representatives Count

5.05

1.85

.11

.45**

.16*

.14

6

Buyer Function Count

2.62

1.24

.04

.05

.39**

-.01

.24**

7

Buyer TMT Count

1.38

.92

.17*

.30**

.14

.30**

.46**

.11

8

Interfirm Network Density

.39

.17

-.01

-.10

-.07

-.03

-.14*

-.21**

.10

9

Functional Similarity

.31

.26

.02

-.08

-.21**

-.12

.04

-.03

-.08

-.03

10

Within Firm Network Density

.38

.20

.01

-.16*

-.04

.03

-.04

-.13

.12

.40**

.03

11

Centralization

.46

.25

-.01

.01

.00

-.08

.03

.11

-.05

.18**

.15*

-.37**

12

Brokerage

.23

.21

-.06

-.08

.03

-.10

-.1

.03

-.09

-.06

.00

.10

.16*

13

Cross Functional Links

.62

.29

-.03

-.04

.58**

-.01

-.05

.27**

.02

.03

.17**

.04

.04

.17*

14

Seller Firm Revenue

4.58

2.38

.09

.18**

-.01

-.04

.18**

-.09

.08

.14*

-.02

.07

-.07

.00

-.09

15

Years Key account

4.03

1.86

.08

.13

-.01

.13

.16*

-.05

.13

.05

.01

.00

.08

-.05

-.04

.04

16

Buyer Firm Revenue

4.20

2.47

.10

.25**

.02

.25**

.26**

-.13

.12

.05

-.08

.08

-.02

.06

.00

.34**

**Correlation is significant at the .01 level (two-tailed).
*Correlation is significant at the .05 level (two-tailed).
Notes: N = 207.

15

.14*
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3.5 Results
Model Selection
We first estimated Equation 2 to calculate the correction term for the endogeneity
correction of IFDENSITY, IFFUNCSIMILARITY, WFCROSSFUNCTIES,
WFCENTRALIZATION, WFBROKERAGE and WFDENSITY using the LIV approach. We
relied on the Akaike information criteria (AIC3) to determine the number of support points
(Andrews and Currim 2003); a two-support point solution was best for buyer-seller interfirm
density (IFDENSITY), six-support point solution for interfirm functional similarity
(IFFUNCSIMILARITY), five-support point for within firm cross functional ties
(WFCROSSFUNCTIES) and centralization (WFCENTRALIZATION), four-support point
solution for brokerage (WFBROKERAGE) and within selling firm density (WFDENSITY)7.
Next, we used the model in equation 3 to test our model but first we incorporate support points to
account for heterogeneity. On the basis of AIC3, we found that a five–support point solution was
ideal (1-support: 1138.74, 2-support: 1023.15, 3-support: 1009.50, 4-support: 1002.97, 5support: 989.67, 6-support: 1016.14).
Hypothesis Testing
We tested multiple models, with just controls, controls and main effects, full model with
interactions, model with main effects only with LIV correction (Main effects LIV) and model
with all interactions and LIV corrections (Interactions FULL MODEL LIV). We present the

7

AIC3 values for one through eight support points, respectively, were as follows: IFDENSITY, -142.14, -154.14,
-149.69, -143.72, -138.21, -132.52, -127.43, -121.53; IFFUNCSIMILARITY, 34.29, 0.88, -81.11, -100.56, -114.11,
-117.32, -113.16, -111.07; WFCROSSFUNCTIES, 86.16, 25.41, 7.22, -11.86, -15.18, -13.89, -11.44, -8.11;
WFCENTRALIZATION, 20.26, 9.26, -1.54, -0.46, -8.59, -4.35, 0.27, 5.19; WFBROKERAGE, -61.96, -118.47, 137.20, -141.34, -136.13, -130.52, -124.76, -122.03; WFDENSITY, -70.48, -103.17, -104.38, -105.98, -100.28, 94.59, -94.38, -87.05.
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results in Table 2. First it is important to note that LIV error terms, introduced from equation 2
into equation 3, are significant for functional similarity (  = 0.676, p <.01), seller within firm
density (  = -1.158, p <.01) and centralization (  = 0.968, p <.01). Thus a model that doesn’t
correct for endogeneity of these variables is mis-specified and the coefficients of estimates are
likely to be upward biased. Thus correcting for endogeneity is required to correctly interpret the
results.
Table 2 Effect of Interfirm Network and Within Firm Network on Account Profitability

Controls
Only
Predictors

Controls and
Main effects

Full model with
Interactions

Main Effects
LIV

Interactions FULL MODEL LIV

Estimate
(s.e.)

Estimate
(s.e.)

Estimate
(s.e.)

Estimate
(s.e.)

Estimate
(s.e.)

0.001
(0.011)
0.006
(0.014)
-0.001
(0.011)
-0.007
(0.017)
-0.006
(0.024)
0.003
(0.022)
0.003
(0.020)
0.002
(0.026)
0.008
(0.029)

0.016
(0.023)
0.012
(0.03)
0.031
(0.021)
-0.032
(0.033)
-0.235***
(0.073)
0.014
(0.043)
0.044
(0.035)
0.087
(0.054)
-0.033
(0.061)

0.008
(0.020)
0.009
(0.026)
0.026
(0.02)
-0.056**
(0.027)
-0.164***
(0.062)
0.03
(0.044)
0.048
(0.034)
0.12**
(0.049)
-0.027
(0.055)

-0.013
(0.020)
-0.013
(0.027)
0.03
(0.021)
-0.093***
(0.030)
-0.107
(0.075)
0.099**
(0.048)
0.08**
(0.034)
0.015
(0.053)
-0.021
(0.053)

0.007
(0.016)
-0.022
(0.019)
-0.017
(0.017)
-0.101***
(0.027)
0.056
(0.073)
0.137***
(0.036)
0.088***

0.677**
(0.313)
0.486**
(0.214)

0.569*
(0.322)
0.024
(0.251)

2.593
(6.088)
0.374
(0.954)

-1.789
(6.324)
0.124**
(0.049)

-0.483*
(0.284)
-0.434
(0.275)
-0.256
(0.298)
0.643
(0.451)

-0.524*
(0.278)
0.44
(0.381)
-0.25
(0.222)
0.125
(0.273)

-1.474
(1.28)
0.116
(1.01)
-0.685
(0.516)
0.483
(0.62)

-1.321
(1.178)
0.285
(0.387)
-0.269
(0.449)
0.017
(0.466)

Hypothesis
Supported

Controls
Seller Firm Revenue
Years Key Account
Buyer Revenue
Network Size
Seller Function Count
Seller Top Management Count
Buyer Network Size
Buyer Function Count
Buyer Top Management Count
Between Buyer-Seller Network
Buyer Seller Network Density
(IFDENSITY) / LIV
Functional Similarity
(IFFUNCSIMILARITY) /LIV
Within Seller Firm Network
Density (WFDENSITY) / LIV
Centralization
(WFCENTRALIZATAION) / LIV
Brokerage (WFBROKERAGE) / LIV
Cross Function Ties
(WFCROSSFUNCTIES) / LIV
Interactions
WFCROSSFUNCTIES * IFDENSITY
WFCROSSFUNCTIES
* IFFUNCSIMILARITY

0.697
(0.644)
3.43***
(0.778)

0.084**
(0.040)
-0.067
(0.041)

-0.267
(0.880)
1.812***
(0.554)

H1 not supported
H2 supported

H3a not supported
H3b supported
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WFCENTRALIZATION
* IFDENSITY
WFCENTRALIZATION
* IFFUNCSIMTIES
WFBROKERAGE
* IFDENSITY
WFBROKERAGE
* IFFUNCSIMILARITY
WFDENSITY * IFDENSITY

2.224***
(0.541)
1.21
(1.22)
0.388
(1.271)
-0.481
(1.591)
-3.378***
(0.850)
-0.355
(1.015)

WFDENSITY
* IFFUNCSIMILARITY`
LIV Correction Terms
IFDENSITY_Error

0.273
(0.847)
0.081
(0.28)
-0.684**
(0.3)
-0.061
(0.34)
-0.101
(0.57)
-0.105
(0.28)

IFFUNCSIMTIES_Error
WFDENSITY_Error
WFCENTRALIZATION_Error
WFBROKERAGE_Error
WFCROSSFUNCTIES_Error
Support points Intercept
Class 1
Class 2
Class 3
Class 4
Class 5
Class 6
R2

1.541***
(0.598)
1.39
(1.107)
1.824**
(0.887)
-0.348
(1.294)
-2.019**
(0.942)
-2.164
(1.892)

10.973***
(0.088)
3.056***
(0.527)
6.691***
(0.351)
9.618***
(0.138)
5.058*
(3.256)
5.058*
(3.256)
0.941

H4a supported
H4b not supported
H5a supported
H5b not supported
H6a supported
H6b not supported

1.518
(1.042)
0.676***
(0.205)
-1.158***
(0.289)
0.968***
(0.265)
0.118
(0.388)
-0.313
(0.210)

10.572***
(0.165)
3.072***
(0.331)
6.254***
(0.266)
8.966***
(0.334)

10.627***
(0.163)
3.212***
(0.327)
6.258***
(0.242)
8.904***
(0.261)

9.019***
(3.405)
1.236
(3.461)
4.582
(3.42)
7.665**
(3.42)
3.114
(4.614)

11.785***
(3.703)
4.055
(3.741)
7.525*
(3.748)
10.313***
(3.738)
5.508
(4.704)

0.965

0.962

0.967

0.958

Notes: Standard errors are in parentheses; We report two tailed p-test; *** p < 0.01, **p <0.05, * p <0.1.

At interfirm network level, we do not find support for the main effects of interfirm
network density (H1), but we do find positive main effect of functional similarity (  = 0.124, p
<.05), in support for H2. Because our model included moderating effects, and all moderators
were mean centered, the main effects tests offered only limited interpretability.
For moderating effects of cross functional ties we find mixed results. Interaction of cross
functional ties with interfirm network density was not significant, we cannot confirm H3a, but
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cross functional ties have a positive interaction with functional similarity (  = 1.812, p < .01),
in support for H3b.
For the moderating effects of centralization, we find significant results for positive
interaction between centralization and interfirm network density (  = 1.541, p < .01), in support
for H4a; we do not find significant interaction between centralization and functional similarity,
therefore H4b cannot be confirmed. For the moderating effects of brokerage, the results are again
mixed. There is a positive interaction between brokerage and interfirm network density (  =
1.824, p < .05), in support for H5a, but we do find positive interaction between brokerage and
functional similarity, so H5b cannot be confirmed.
For the moderating effects of within firm network density (SDENISTY), the results are
again mixed. Although we found significant results for negative interaction between SDENSITY
and interfirm network density (  = -2.019, p < .05), confirming H6a, we don’t find support for
interactions between SDENSITY and functional similarity, so we cannot confirm H6b.
3.6 Discussion
Recognizing the importance of role of selling teams in management of buyer-seller
relationship in key accounts management setting, we have sought to understand the impact of
composition and structure of selling team consultation ties (within firm network), and structure
of communication ties between buyers and sellers (interfirm network) on seller’s account
profitability. Therefore, we use communication ties between buyer and seller representatives to
form a interfirm communication network and consultation ties within selling team members to
form a seller within firm network and model information exchange between buyers and sellers,
by considering volume and quality of information exchange, and model knowledge creation
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activities within selling team, by considering quality, novelty of knowledge, and coordination
and consensus formation within the team.
Further interaction among these seller within firm network (internal) and buyer-seller
interfirm network (external) is evaluated. Both internal and external ties are essential for a seller
to maximize the benefits that it gains from the presence of network of ties. Presence of internal
and external ties complements each other and both are essential for sellers to manage relationship
with key accounts but at the same time internal and external ties compete for time and effort
allocation on the part of selling team members. Aligning of both the networks help a seller
improve profitability from the account. In absence of any of these networks or emphasis on
single network alone, the performance of a seller degrades.
Before we delve into the theoretical implications of our research, we must acknowledge
some limitations. The data we collected were specific to a multiple selling team for different
buyer-seller dyads over a single time period, so the cross-sectional design suffers from all the
limitations of this approach. A cross-sectional snapshot might mask the effect of some important
variables and insights, which could be revealed better by mapping the regular changes in buyerseller relationships and structure of the ties, and changes to the selling team composition and
structure of ties within the selling team over a span of a few years using longitudinal data
collections. Further we collected data from single respondent (key account manager) asking
about the consultation among selling team members and communication ties between buyer and
seller firm representatives. Such a data collection of the network from perspective of single
respondent can induce problem of biases of the respondent, the respondent might miss relational
ties that exist or might recall relational ties that do not exist in reality. Though to our defense, it
has been shown that respondent’s perception of network of ties is generally very close to the real
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network (Kumbasar, Rommey and Batchelder 1994) and that “what is recalled, then, is what is
typical” (p. 119 Freeman 1992). In our case the position of the key account manager also
requires the key account manager to be well versed with the account and therefore he/she should
have accurate perception of who all are involved in handling of the account from seller side and
as well from the buyer side.
Theoretical Implications
With this research we contribute to two research streams: key account management, sales
team composition. First, in the team based selling context of key account management we
conceptualize the buyer-seller interfirm network as a means to access information exchange,
both quality and volume, and we detail impact of network structure on seller’s account
profitability. Most of the research in key account management literature stream focusses on the
key account manager, though some researchers have pointed out that the use of teams can be
helpful (Workman, Homburg and Jensen 2003; Homburg et al 2000). We extend this stream by
examining the structure of buyer-seller interfirm network, with an information exchange lens,
and we link aspects of structure of relational ties network between buyers and sellers to seller’s
profitability from the account. Our conceptualization is also different than most work done in
area of social networks in marketing, as we conceptualize the network variables at the
team/network level rather than at individual level. Such operationalization enables us to compare
network variables across multiple networks to gain sense of how different structural aspects of
network are linked to performance outcomes (Marsden 1990).
Second, for selling team composition and structure stream, most work focuses on
diversity of individual team member characteristics and team size. We conceptualize the seller
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within firm network as a means to access the quality and novelty of consultation and,
coordination of activities and consensus formation within the team. Such conceptualization
enables us to evaluate management of team processes in the context of selling teams. Most work
done of team composition and management of team processes comes from management
literature where the research is mostly on internal (organizational) teams such as new product
development teams (Lovelace, Shapiro and Weingart 2001; Sethi 2000), software development
teams (Faraj and Sproull 2000). Selling teams are unique in the sense that these are boundary
spanning teams directly tied to buyer (external stakeholder) and also to internal management
processes and therefore differ from organizational teams that are not tied to external
stakeholders. Based on our work and findings, specific to selling team composition and structure
context, we add to understanding on structure and management of team processes within
boundary spanning teams and find that cross functional, centralized, brokered and sparse (not
dense) within team structure combined with a dense ties between buyers and sellers and
functional similar interfirm network structure helps to improve seller’s account profitability.
Managerial implications
Internal team characteristics impact the collaborative outcomes for the team.
Centralization is critical for selling teams to function as centralization helps the team to benefit
from consultation provided by a few experienced and learned team members. Brokerage of
selling team at moderate levels provides the optimal level of coordination and control of
information flow and ensures that certain people are in control of the information flow and have
ownership while at the same time support a collaborative environment. Cross functional ties
among the selling team members is beneficial for the performance of the selling team. The
diversity in functional background leads to multiple perspectives and novel solutions to
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problems. Further cross functional ties at within firm level allows the selling team to take
advantage of functional similar ties at interfirm network level.
Ties within the selling firm team members and ties between buyer and seller are
important. These ties have performance implications for the selling firm and also affect the
buyer-seller relationship. B2B firms involved in team based selling setting should encourage its
employees to create linkages with the buyer firm strategically. These ties are beneficial for the
selling firm. Selling firm can hold customer appreciation events where it encourages its
employees to mingle with employees from customer side and thus create a social network of ties
shared with the customer. The selling firm can also hold seller knowledge transfer and training
sessions. These sessions helps people from similar functional background to mingle with each
other enabling formation of functional similar ties between buyer and seller representatives. For
example, in technical training session, members of buyer technical team can be educated about
the working of existing solution, to build rapport among the buyer-seller representatives, along
with any new solutions that the seller has to offer. The awareness about new features and
offerings can create a pull for seller’s solutions and help the seller to close a sales deal with ease.
Training sessions can also be used by the seller as need sensing sessions where the seller team
can interact with the buyer teams and identify any new requirements or needs that the buyer has.
The seller can then meet these future needs by offering additional products, features and services
from the seller’s side.
At within firm level the seller firm can encourage its employees to form ties among
themselves from cross functions. The creation of these ties can be encouraged by having teams
socialize outside the formal requirement of work. Having events that encourage team work,
coordination, and informal socializing can be hosted by the firm to ensure that employees share
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rapport and have strong internal ties not just within the same function but with other functions as
well. Another way of establishing cross functional ties is to utilize job rotation policies, such
policies help to establish social ties outside of just primary function of an employee. Certain
level of centralization in the communication flow ensures responsibility and consistency in
communication within the team members, therefore teams can be structured to include such
members in the team who can act as central actors. Selling firm should also promote people in
the coaching and consultative roles; these people provide consultation to other team members for
their problems, helping them and in turn the team to be more effective.
Conclusion
In this study we bring in concepts from network theory to develop a model of buyerseller interfirm network along with seller within firm network. We evaluate the role of these two
networks on the seller’s account profitability. Based on our findings, it is essential for the seller
to align these two networks to increase profitability from key accounts.
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Chapter 4

CONCLUSION
The key account management context is an important and fertile area of research given
the importance of key accounts for seller firms and impact of management of these accounts on
short-term and long-term economic and strategic performance outcomes for the seller firm. Yet,
key account management research is a challenging avenue for research given the complexities
arising due to involvement of multiple buyer and seller representatives from different functional
backgrounds and management levels. These individuals might have different time and
knowledge orientations and thus presents interesting challenges to management of interfirm
relationships. Therefore taking an integrative multilevel approach and taking into consideration
the micro-level individual and structural issues is essential for having a better understanding of
key account management practice.
In the first essay, I take multilevel approach considering micro issues that can have a
spillover effect on governance of key account relationships. First, I consider the relationship
between bilateral governance mechanisms of output control, process control, proscriptive norms
and prescriptive norms, and seller’s performance in context of key accounts. Second, I explore
how intrafirm issues of identity multiplicity and coordination complexity that arise because of
knowledge and resource diversity within the selling team affect the relationship between
governance mechanisms and seller’s performance. Finally, I propose a set of solutions that can
help seller firm overcome the shortcomings of cross functional selling teams (i.e., identity
multiplicity and coordination complexity) and take advantage of the benefits of knowledge and
resource diversity and in turn improve seller’s performance.
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In the second essay, I consider the importance of information sharing between buyer and
seller and knowledge usage processes within the selling team. I use network theory to evaluate
knowledge usage and generation processes within the selling team through structure of
consultation ties network within the selling team members, and sharing of information between
buyer and seller through structure of communication ties network between buyer and seller firm.
I consider a cross level model, and study the combined effect of interfirm communication
network structure and intrafirm consultation network structure on seller’s profitability. The
results show that there are certain combinations of intrafirm network structure and interfirm
network structures that improve seller’s performance.
In sum, the two studies of my dissertation provide evidence of spillover effects of
intrafirm selling team issues on the management of interfirm buyer-seller relationship and impact
of such spillovers on seller’s performance. Presence of these cross level spillover effects
establishes the importance of considering selling team composition, structure, roles and identities
in conjunction with the buyer-seller interfirm relationship management issues to fully understand
the joint impact of interfirm and intrafirm aspects on seller’s performance. Better understanding
of selling team composition, structure and team processes can help seller firms improve their
handling of key accounts, improve buyer-seller relationship and improve seller’s performance.
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